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It seems to me there is no more accurate method of estimating general farm
conditions throughout any section of
country than through keeping one's eyes
and thoughts well occupied while traveling by train, for in the tinal Humming up
we will ordinarily
be more certain of
right conclusions than if we trust to reports from those most directly interested— the farmers themselves.
There is perhaps much truth in the
oft repeated charge that the farmer is a
chronic grumbler, while in the case of
some we must always reckon with their
habit of boasting over what they claim
to be doing.
But when we see the
growing crops, the orchard, the dairy
cows and other livestock on the farm we
have the truth concerning the whole
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Eye Symptoms
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Do you have headaches?
Do your Eyes water-.'

they

Do

Does print

run

;

!

!

together?

things appear double?
Do things become dim or
swim?
Are your Eyes iDtlamed?
Do your Eyee tire after
reading awhile?

Do

Does

:

ache?

|

*

bright light pain

a

them?

Many People

Have defects of which they are
unconscious, and while they suf-

fer no inconvenience or

pain, they

should wear Glasses for the sake
of their future
Eyesight.
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(?) white daisy by. I rarely
yellow daisies now, while the white
Was my
onee are everywhere present.
early training defective?
innocent

see

Correspondence on practical agricultural topics
The moet economical, aa well as the
1· solicited.
Address all communications Intended for title department to Hsmtr D. certain method of eradicating this, as
Hammonl>, Agricultural Editor Λίοηΐ Dem- well as other weeds, is by the keeping
ocrat, Pari·, Me.
of a fair eized flock of sheep on every
farm. With wool around the 30-cents-aSeeing Farms from the Train.
ponnd mark, and fat lambs selling at
over 99 a hundred weight In carload lots,
there shonld be no need of argument to
A
GOOD WAY TO LEAHN HKAL CONshow the benefits of keeping a flock of
DITIONS AND TO KEFLECT ON CAUSES
sheep, and thus cleaniog a farm by turn—SOME FAKMEHS
SOMEWHAT INDE- ing objectionable weeds into high priced
wool and mutton.
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surprised that people are so slow
appreciate the value of alsike clover.

I am
to

In several fields I saw from the train
there were low places where the medium
clover had winter killed, and every such
spot is not only a cause of loss in the
meadow, but also encourages the growth
of weeds whose seeds are scattered over
other portions of the field to the injury
of future crops. In some fields there
had been sown a mixture of medium
clover and alsike, and with this mixture
there were no waste places, as the alsike
is naturally at home under conditions in
which medium clover will not thrive;
and with the combination a much more
certain growth may be secured. Not
only this, but I think experience in feeding the two varieties, mixed, will convince
matter.
any observing feeder of the greater
It must be admitted by all that the value of the mixed clovers.
present season is an unusual one, the
mild winter beiug followed by a cold,
Evidently our experiment station
backward spring,, in which the climax bulletins do not find a
place in every
was reached in a June snowstorm; but,
farmhouse, or else they are not read as
unfav orable as weather conditions have
tbey should be, for I never saw a better
been the present season, they are no
showing for a full crop of wild mustard
worse than we have experienced in other
than on this trip. It almost makes my
years, and still good crops were grown
back ache now when I think of the days
When I began business on my owu I
spent as a boy in pulling mustard
Τ
a
account
commenced keeping
daily growing in grain crops. With a single
record of transactions and events, inexception, I believe it is the worst weed
cluding weather, and in late years when we bave on the farms; but, thanks to
me
to
be
seemed
to
things occasionally
our station investigators, backs need not
going to the bad I have often found en- ache now in riddiog our fields of this
of
over
records
iu
couragement
reading
troublesome weed, for a good spraying
other seasons where conditions were machine drawn
by a horse, and a solufound to be still more unfavorable and tion of
copper sulphate, will entirely de·
yet we were rewarded by abundant har- utroy the mustard, while it does not invests.
Weather conditions seem to be
jure the growing grain.
one of the cases where "distance lends
enchantment" and we are too prone to
The "Squire" was going to town this
think the present is more unfavorable
than any other season we have ever ex- morning, and drove in to finish up the
argument we were having last evening
perienced.
when he lost his temper. He said it
was impossible to get the help he needs
l'nder present uufavorable conditions to work bis farm now, and wanted me
there are still many farms where the out- to tell bim how he could do tbe extra
look is good for maximum crops of most work of
laying tile drains, spraying pokinds, and, as a rule, the results of the tatoes for blight, his growing grain crops
will
be
of
in
just to kill the mustard, and a lot of other
crops
growth
year
what the man in charge is capable of
newfangled notions farmers are getting
making them; and his ability in over- iuto. He is one of the best neighbors
coming adverse conditions will be the I've got, and I like to argue with him;
gauge by which the year's income will be but it's a case of a one hundred acre
measured. So I like to study on the man on a two hundred acre farm, and
train, to look over farm after farm as we this combination never works well.
ride along, until we hear that pleasant- It's
always safe to be a little bigger than
est of all sounds as the trainman calls
Ward in
your business.—Frank D.
out the name of our own home town.
Tribune Farmer.
The "squire" came over after tea, and
as I was talking of our own individual
Sheep Versus Dogs.
responsibility in making crops grow under unfavorable conditions, he said he
thought that I was unfair, and that a
CONTROL uoes AT NIGHT.
fellow ought not to be blamed because
corn was yellow and sickly when he was
In connection with the present agitaobliged to plant the second or third time
and wheu the ground was so wet that tion of tbe d<<g and sheep question, the
I
cultivation was impossible. When
accompanying ideas from R. S. Hinraan
asked him where he found his seed corn of Connecticut are interesting. At one
this spriug he put on his hat without time Mr. Hinman was a large sheep
any reply and went down to the store to owner, but dogs cleaned out his flock
tind more sympathetic company. He and be has never re-stocked his farm
knew I understood all about his having with tbem. He is also ex-president of
picked his seed corn from a neighbor's tiio Connecticut sheep Dreaders' associacrib the day before he planted it. "As tion. His ideas follow:
The onty practical solution of tbd dog
ye sow so shall ye reap."
On the train recently I saw corn ten question is that every dog owner, unless
hiirh a trruuf t*vAti tihinH And WftH
the dog be a foxhound or coon dog out
cultivated, while in fields adjoiuing corn on legitimate business, be required to
was siuall, sickly and there was not care for his dog from suneet to sunrise.
euough standing to justify the use of the I know it is a lot to ask of a man that be
laud or the expense of cultivation, and I shall spend two minutes every night
of such varieties. What chaining or shutting up a dog that isn't
saw a scare
made the difference? Figuratively, it worth the price of a chain. The dog
difference in calibre of two that kills sheep or poultry almost inwas the
different men. One took things as they variably does his work at night. If
came and cursed the weather; the other occasionally some fool dog started out
made things as he wanted them, and on a daylight raid there would be a
chance of getting him or finding his
grew corn.
The man who carefully selecte seed owner.
corn at husking time and hangs the
The advantage that would result from
braided eare in the attic or other dry the keeping of sheep on Connecticut
the
farms can hardly be overestimated and
place of even temperature through
winter is rarely obliged to plant a second the benefit would be universal. There
of
habit
time. Our latter day
depend- are thousands of acres growing up to
ing on the hardware merchant or the brush and valueless for taxation that if
a
is
tremendous
seed
corn
our
for
miller
they could be sheep pastures would add
handicap. Another thing is impressed to the grand list and correspondingly
upon me more aud more, and that is the reduce the rates, while the flock master
ueed of tile draining if we are to get best was more directly benefitted.
results from our farms.
The dairyman that wants to market
bis products in our oities, manufacturtowns and villages would benefit by
Those best crops I saw from the car ing
less competition, as there are hundreds
wiudows recently bad not suffered from
of farmers forced into dairying that
excessive moisture. The land had been
if they were let
insure a healthy would gladly keep sheep
to
in a condition
alone. The competition of this class of
flooded.
were
fields
other
while
growth,
that make milk and butter
The tile drained fields had been in a con- dairymen,
because they must, is disastrous in two
dition in which cultivation of the growways. Directly, and because the man
ing crops could be carried on aud weeds that
makes butter only because be must
could be eradicated, and in this way
sell it
to is apt to make an inferior article,
would tend
such conditions as
what he can get and give consumers
for
could
hasten growth and early maturity
a bad opinion of "dairy butter."
be secured. Not only is the tile drain
There is still another class, by no
of untold benefit in wet seasons, but in
Connecmeans small, to be benefited.
time of extreme drouth the benefit to
ticut's pastures will grow as fine mutton
the growing crops from a thorough sysand lamb as any connoisseur in these
tem of drainage is greater than is orwholesome meats need ask for, and our
believed,
frequently great markets
dinarily
might sell such meat if dogs
enough to repay many times over tbe in- could be cared for during the night seaToo
terest on the original investment.
Δ sensible bill containing such a
sou.
many of us own more laud than we can
would be indorsed by all ownprovision
in
that
I
believe
and
care
for,
properly
A majority of the
ers of valuable dogs.
will
that
farms
of
the
class
future
pay
doctors in the general assembly, knowmost satisfactory returns will be the
that they are powerless in a case of
smaller farms that are cared for in a ing
rabies, would vote for It. Every lawyer,
better manner.
realizing that one farmer has as good a
right to keep sheep on bis farm in ConAll I have said in regard to the corn necticut as his neighbor has to keep a
crop will hold as true in the case of dog, and that it is up to the dog owner
wheat. Some fields promise an abun- not to allow bis dog to worry the sheep,
dant harvest, and certain portions of would vote for it. The city merchants,
other field· make a good ehowing for a manufacturers and professional men,
thirty -bushel-an-acre yield, while In with an appetite for good mutton, would
other parts of tbe same field the amount vote for it. It would be opposed by
harvested will not exceed that of the men keeping dogs too worthless to be
seed sown. The expense of cultivation, cared for, and unfortunately there are a
fertilizing, seed, interest and other items lot of them.—New England Homestead.
of expense in growing tbe crop were the
same in one case as in the other, while
Coru Conditions.
the difference in income from the variThe forthcoming government report
in
far
ous parts of the field would go
on corn will show acreage planted and
paying all expense of a thorough system condition. The area promisee to be
in
should
be
which
perof tile drainage,
large, the condition quite irregular and
feet working condition for generations
There baa
on the whole backward.
time
be
one
all
this
and
to come,
during
been excellent growing weather in the
of the most potent factors in Insuring
last week, but farmer*' sales have dropprofitable crops of every kind.
ped off freely enough to indicate that
the grower is by no means assured of
Western New York has always been his crop prospect.
There has been a very marked broadrecognized as one of the great bean
growing sections of the country, and en ing of speculation in corn and it apthis corp ii one of the most profit- pears to be fast becoming a public faable grown here. From present indica- vorite. The unseasonable spring and
tions it will be more uniformly good the replanting necessary have impaired
than any other farm crop this season. the stand very materially in some imOrdinarily, planting has been done a few portant section·, notably Iowa.
weeks later than usual, but favorable
Recently there has been a little deweather for the lait two weeks has en- cline from the large daily total of shipabled farmers to get their fields into ping sales to the east and for export,
good condition for planting, and the but the supplies east are low and the
growing crop, although planted late, is demand is likely to start at any time.
uniformly healthy and of vigorous Meanwhile the supply here is not burdensome and ite quality is good. Corn
growth.
prices made a net gain recently of
1 7-8 at 2 1-4 cents.—Chicago Live Stock
The condition of old meadows is a World.
strong argument in favor of a short rotation of crops, m the only fields that now
If you want to get a bountiful second
give promise of even a fair crop are crop of clover on that field from whloh
those newly seeded, and the lant week the first
cutting has been taken, apply
of June is altogether too late in the
as soon aa the hay is out of the way
to justify the hope of
season
growing
two hundred pounds of nitrate of soda
any marked improvement in conditions to the aore, and watch out to see the
of old meadows. In these fields the clover
Take much pains to
grow.
weeds have made an excellent growth,
make the application even on every
in many case· tbe weeds constituting
part of the ground so that every square
the greater part of the whole, with the foot shall
get its share.—Maine Farmer.
white daisy entirely in the lead, some
fields looking as if this vile weed were
do well
While half blood horses
the only thing growing in them. When
to work, they aboald never be
I was a boy I spent many a long, weary enough
used for breeding purpoees.
day in palling yellow daisies in the
was
growing meadows, being told that it
The good qualities of a horse do not
• dangerous weed, and while I palled
onsa in sight I passed the all come from the aire.
the
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[all

yellow
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child life of the neighborhood was sometimes moved In
its deeps at the sight of wagon
loads of furniture arriving In
front of some house which, with closed
hlinds and barred doors, had been for
a time a mystery or even a fear.
The
boys often expressed this fear by
stamping bravely and noisily on the
porch of the house and then suddenly
darting away, with screams of nervous laughter, as If they expected to be
pursued by something uncanny. There
was a group who held that the cellar
of a vacant house was certainly the
ubode of robbers, smugglers, assassins,
mysterious masked men in council
about the dim rays of a candle and
possessing skulls, emblematic bloody
daggers and owls. Then, near the 1st

and each scanned the other to !ean
something of his spirit. They were not
>
angry at all. They were merely twc
little gladiators who were being clam
orously told to hnrt each other. Eaet
displayed hesitation and doubt wlthonl
displaying fear. They did not exaetlj
understand what were their feelings
and they moodily kicked the ground
and made low and HUllen answers tc
WUIIe Dalzel, who worked like a clr·

manager.
"Aw, go on. Jim! What's the raattei
with you? You ain't afraid, are you'
Well, then, say something.*' This 3en
timent received more cheering from tht
abandoned little wretches who wished
to be entertained, and In till· cheering
there could be heard notes of derlslor
of JImmie Treecott. The latter had a
lie was well
position to sustain.
known. He often bragced of hie will
inguess and ability to thrash othei
boys. Well, theu, here was a boy oi
bis size who said that he could nol
thrash him. What was he going to do
about It? The crowd made these arguments very clear and repeated them
eus

again and again.
Finally .limmle, driven to aggression,

walked close to the fence and said to
the new boy. "The first time I catch
you ont of your own yard I'll lam tht
This was received
head off'u you!"
with wild plaudits by the Whilom villi

might turn out in the end to be little
Iwys like himself, but this last point
hit.

philosophy

could not understand in

its fullness.
He fame to a white meeting house
eort of a place, in the squat tower of
which a great bell was clanging impressively. lie passed through an iron
gate into a playground worn "bare ae
the bed of a mountain brook by the
endless runnings and scuffing* of little
childnyi. There was still half an hour
before the Dual clangor In the squat
tower, but the playground held a num·
l>er of frolicsome imps.
A loitering
boy espied Johnnie Hedge, and he
howled: "Oh! Oh! Here's a new feller! Here's a new fe'ler!" He advanced upon the strange arrival. "What's
your name?" he demanded belligerently, like a particularly offensive custom
house officer.
"Johnnie
Hedge/' responded the
newcomer

shyly.

This name struck the other boy as
being ffery comic. All new names
strike boys as being comic. He laughed noisily.
"Oh. fellers, he says his name is
Johnnie Hedge! Haw, haw, haw!"
The new boy felt that his name was
the most disgraceful thing which had
ever been attached to a human being.
"Johnnie Hedge! Haw, haw! What

you in?" said the other lad.
"I duuno," said Johnnie.
In the
meantime a small flock of Interested
vultures had gathered about him. The
main thing was his absolute strangeness. He even would have welcomed
the sight of his tormentors of Saturday; he had seen them before at least.
These creatures were only so many
incomprehensible problems. He dlffl
dently begun to make his way toward
the main door of the school, and the
other boys followed him. They demanded Information.
The new boy turned
acclamations.
"Are you through subtraction yet?
and walked back toward the house his We study jogerfre—did you ever? You
Stiimiiimj bruvcly umL noisily oh the face gloomy, lined deep with discour- live here now? You goin' to school
porch.
agement, as if he felt that the new here now?"
^
ii<tTo many questions he made answer
of April, '.voulu come aloti# a wagon environment's antagonism and palp
inucli as well as the clamor would
load of furniture, and children would cruelty were sure to prove too
permit,
and at length he reached the main
assemble on the walk by the gate and for him.
···♦♦♦*
door and went quaking unto his new
make serious examination of everyThe mother of Johnnie Iledtre was a kings. As befitted them, the rabble
thing that passed into the house and
1
stopped at the door. A teacher stroll
taking no thought whatever of masked widow, and the chief theory of her li'
was that her boy should be in se": «»1
men.
iug along a corridor found a small
One day it was announced lu the on the greatest possible nui: i;.·:· o: boy holding in his hand a note. The
lie hiiu-eif had no symp.'Miy boy palpably did not know what to do
ueighltorhnod that a family was actu- days.
ally moving Into the llamtigan house, with this ambition, but she dete.ted with the note, but the teacher knew
next door to Dr. Trescott's.
Jimmie the truth of his diseases with it 1» un- and took It. Thereafter this little boy
was in harness.
was one of the iirst to lie luformed, erring eye, and be was required to l>e
A splendid lady In gorgeous rol>es
and by the time some of his frieuds really ill before he could win the ri.ulU
came dashing up he was versed in to disregard the first bell morning aud gave him a seat at a double desk, at
much.
noon. The chicken pox and tha mump-* the end of which sat a hoodlum with
"Any boys?" they demanded eagerly. had given him vacations—vaca;l wis of grimy tinner nails who eyed the inau"Yes," answered Jimmie proudly. misery, wherein he nearly died be- guration with an extreme and person
"One's a little feller, aud one's most as tween pain and nursing. Bui bad colds al curiosity. The other desks were
In the head did nothing for him. and he gradually occupied by chlldreu, who
big as me. 1 saw 'eiu, I did."
"Where are they?" asked Willie Dal- was not able to Invent a satisfactory first were told of the new lx\v uud
I IN mother was not then turned upon him a speculative
zel as ir' under the circumstances he hacking cough.
could not take Jlmmic's word, but consistently a tartar. In most thin-re and somewhat derisive eye. Tin? school
he swayed her t<> his will. II;· was al- opened. Little classes went foiward to
must have the evidence of his se:isiM.
"Oh, they're in there," said Jintiule lowed to have more Jam, pickles a:id a position in front of the teacher's
carelessly. It was evident ho owned pie than most boys. She re .••.pcciH 1:1 : platform and tried to explain that they
these now boys.
profound iiathiirr of Su:id.iy school. knew something. The new boy was n^t
Willie i».i/.ei resettled Jltun.ie's pro- On summer eveuiir^s he oui 1 remain requisitioned a great deal; he was alout of doors until N:;io. but in thN mat- lowed to lie dormant until he became
prietary way.
"Ho." he cried scornfully.
"\Vliy ter of school s'ie was inex rable. This used to the scenes and until the tmeh
don't they come out, then? Why dou\ single poin· in her character was of er found approximately his mental
steel.
they come out?"
position. In the meantime he suffered
"Ilow d' 1 know?" sail ,Πηι:::1ο.
wero
ωι,η UJ)t;
giggles, as if
seemed to know so tliumleiiag iuiu-m
whereas I* was precisely like oilier
al μ >u t '«πι."
children. From time to time he msul»
\t tUe moment a Ix'.v came str dim,,
funny and pathetic little overtures to
down the r*ravel walk which led t.v .
other boys, hut these overtures could
lie *··'·
the front door t;> the gate.
not yet lie received; he was not known;
about the height ami a;:e of .11 ..mit·
he was a foreigner. The village s< hool
Tre fott, but he was thick t iro ■/, » t ie
It was tijiht. Its
was like a nation.
chest and had fat less. Ills face wa
amiability or friendship must be won
round and rosy and plump, but hi s liai,
In certain ways.
brows veie
was curly black, and
At recess he hovered In the schoolso
tha.
h.·
resem
room around the weak lights of solety
naturally darkling.
bled iK.th a pudding aud a youu... bull
and around the teacher In the hope
He approached slowly the «loup «>
that somebody might be good to him,
older inhabitants, and they had grown
but none considered him save as some
profoundly silent. They lookea l m "The tirut time I cutcli i/<»u 1 11 lam the sort of a specimen. The teacher, of
lbt>
over; he looked them over.
course, had a secondary Interest In the
head off'η you!"
fact that he was an additional one to
might have been savages observ lug >
The Hedges arrived iu Whilom ville a class of sixty-three.
first white man or white men
At 12 o'clock, when the ordered flies
Injj the first savage. 'Ihe silence he «. on u Saturday, and on the following
Monday Johnnie wended his way to of boys ηnd girls marched toward the
and
Dl«l the sate the «>.«·«' school with a note to the principal
door, he exhibited-to no eye-the
his Jersey City schoolbooks. IIo knew tremblings of a coward in a charge.
b„y wandered off t.. the left In « h
nlte way. which proved his
perfectly well th:it ho would l>e told to He exaggerated the lawlessness of the
make a circular voyage when in doab
buy new aud different liooks, but In playground and the street.
those day;* mothers always hod an
The motionless group stared
But the reality was hard enough. A
Idea that old l>ooks would "do." and ehout greeted him:
In time till» unanillll» «*»««'
unou him somewhat, and he leaneu they invariably sent l»oys off to a new
"Oh, here's the new feller! Here's
against the fence and fastidiously ex- school with Ixtoks which would not the new feller!"
meet the selected and unchangeable
Small and utterly olmcure boys teasviews of the new administration. The ed him. lie had a hard time of It to
Palzei
the
What s old l>ooks never would "do." Then
tively broke the stillness.
get to the gate. There never was anv
name':" said he grutB}.
boys brought them home to annoyed actual hurt, but everything was comyour
5
-Johnnie Hedge 'tis." answertHl th· mothers anil asked for l>0 tents or t!0
to etuite the lad with shame.
Then came another gnat cents or NT» cents or some number of petent
new Ικ.ν.
It was a curious, groundless shame,
silence while Whllomvllle pondered cents for auother outfit. In the garret
He
but nevertheless it was shame.
of every house holding a large family
was a newcomer, and he definitely felt
sinioolof
effete
a
collection
was
Hi- voice of authority- there
the disgrace of the fact. In the street
lK>oks, with mother rebellious because
"Where'd you live b'fore !
he was seen and recognized by some
James could not Inherit his liooks from
lads who had formed part of the group,
Paid, who should properly l»e Peter's
of Saturday. They shouted:
heir, while Peter should be a beuetltml «section »f the formal code
"Oh, .Ilmmle. Jimmle! Here he Is.1
-ecoud section concerned itselt «un elary under Henry's will.
Here's that new feller!"
3
was
not
of
comer
the
lx>oks
the
new
of
mattor
But
the
establishment
Jimmie Trescott was going virtuousthe measure of Johuule Hedge's nnexact position in the
toward his luncheon when he heard
ly
Willie
of
•1 kin lick you." announced
kapplness. This whole business
cries behind him. He pretended
these
Dalzel and awaited the answer
changing schools was a complete tornot to hear, and in this deception he
The Hedge boy had stared at \MlUe ture. Alone he had to go among a new
was assisted by the fact that he was
Dnlzel but he stared at him again
people, a new tril>e, and he apprehendat the time in a furious arguAfter a pause he said. "I know you ed his serious time. There were only engaged
ment with a friend over the relative
meant
him.
One
victory.
two fates for
of two "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
demanded Willie, 'kin he One meant a kind of serfdom in wliicb merits
It appeared that one comcompanies.
And he indicated Jlmmle lie would eubscrilte to every word of
two bloodhounds, while
had
only
pany
Treseott with a sweep whleh announc- Koiye superior boy and support his evthe other had ten. Ou the other hand,
ed plainly that Jlmmle was the nex
ery word. It was not anything like
the first company bad two Topsys and
an English system of fagging, liecause
two Uncle Toms, while the second had
the new boy looked at boys Invariably drifted Into the figuraone Topsy and one Uncle Tom.
Jlmmle respectfully but carefully and tive service of other boys whom they only
But the shouting little boys were
lit lencth said. "1 dnuno.
were
if
and
they
devotedly iftlmlred,
bard after him.
Finally they were
This was the signal for an outburst obliged to sulecrlbe to everything il
even pulling at his arms.
and
of shrill screaming,
Is true that they would have done so
"Jimmie"—
pushed Jlmmle forward. He Un.
freely In any case. One means to sug
"What?" he demanded, turning, with
what he had to say, and. as
gest that Johnnie Hedge had to tind a snarl. "What d'you want? Leggr
the occasion, he snld It fierce y.
his place. Willie Dalzel was a type of
my arm!"
the little chieftain, and Willie was a
"Here he is! Here's the new feller.
«>»» «»"—1
u
In
a
bully
master, but he was not
Here's the new feller! Now!"
to aa.v. and. despite hi.
special physical sense. He did not
"I don't care If he is." said Jimmie,
py aud lonely state, he said It bravei>
drag little l»oys by the ears until they with grand impatience. He tilted his
cried or make them tearfully fetch
chin. "I don't care if he la."
retorted Jlmmle bluntly, and carry for him. They fetched and
"Thought
Then they reviled him.
come
Jest
«come out and do It then!
carried, but it was !>ecause of their
you was goln' to lick him first time yon
out and do It!" And these
worship of his prowess and genius. caught him? Yah! You're a 'frald
^eeted with cheers. These little ras And so all through the strata of boy
"
cat!" They began to slug: 'Frald cat!
cals veiled that there should be a flght life were chieftains and subebieftains
'Frald cat!" He expostucat!
'Frald
«once. The, *ere In bllw oyer Of and assistant subchieftaius. There was
from one to the
nnMDect
"Go on, Jim'· Make lm no question of Utile Hedge lieiug tow- lated hotly, turning
other, but they would not listen. In
come out. He said be could lick
ed about by the nose. It was, as one
the meantime the Hedge boy slunk on
Awaw-aw! He said be could lick has said, that he had to tlml his place
his way, looking with deep anxiety
There
probably
you!"
And this In Itself
In a new school.
upon this attempt to send Jimmie
fight among this class In
was a problem which awed his boyish
him. But Jimmie would have
against
ot
which was not the result
tb*«oad heart. lie was a stranger cast away
none of the plan.
lng and guying of .two proud ladsby ujM»n the moon. None knew him, un·······
a populace of urchins who simply
derstood him. felt for him. He would
When the children met again on the
wished to see a show.
this
Initiative
time
for
surrounded
be
playground. Jimmie was openly chalHe
Willie Dalzel was very
by a horde of jackal « reatures who lenged with cowardice. He had made
turned first to the one and then to the
a big threat In the hearing of comrades,
other. "You said you could lick blm.
and when Invited by them to take adWell why don't you come out and do
vantage of an opportunity he had reit then? Yon said you coul<: llck
fused. They had l»een fairly sure of
Commonly cause pimples, bolls, hives, ectems their amusement, and they were iudlganswered the new boy. dogor s*lt rheum, or some other form of erupnant. Jimmie was finally driven to deeed and dubious.
tion; but sometimes they exist in the system, clare that as soon as school was out
the
Willie tried to drag Jlmmle by
indicated by feelings of weakness, languor,
for the day he would thrash the Hedge
trm. "Aw. go on. Jlmmle! You alnt
loss of appetite, or general debility, without
room

urchins.
But the new boy stepped back from
the fence. He was awed by JImmie'#
formidable mien. But he managed to
get out a semideftant sentence. "Maybe you will, and maybe you won't,"
said be.
However, his short retreat was taken as a practical victory for Jimmie,
and the boys hooted him bitterly. He
remained inside the fence, swinging
one foot and scowling, while Jimuiiu
was escorted off down the street amid
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Blood Humors

^"Ym,"0
afraid,

are

you?"

"So." said Jlmmle.
The two victims opened wide eye·
nt each other. The fence separated
them, and so It was Impossible
them to immediately engage, but they
seemed to understand that they were
to be sacrificed to the fero-

ultimately

clous usulrfttloua

causing any breaking out
Hood's Sarsaparilla expels them, renovates,

strengthens and tones the whole system.
This Is the testimony of thousands annually.
Aooept no substitute, but insist on having

^ Hood's
Sarsaparilla

o' the other boTfl,

In usnal liquid form ox In chocolated tablets
known as tarMltalM. IMdQH·»./

boy.

When Anally the children came rushing out of the Iron gate filled with the
delights of freedom a hundred |>oys
surrounded Jimmie In high spirits, f
he had said that he was determine
They waited for the lone lad from
Jersey City. Wheu he apiteaml Jimmie

wasted

no

time.

He

walked

She leaned her elbow η ou the desk

straight to him and said. "Did you say
you kin lick me?"
Johnnie Hedge

cowed, shrinking,
affrighted, and the roars of a hundrc1
boys thundered in his ears, bat again he
knew what he had to sny, "Yes." he
gasped in anguish.
'Then," said Jlminle resolutely
"you've got to light" There wns a jo.
ous clamor by the mob. The beleaguer-

AN

was

ed lnd looked this way and that way
for succor ns Willie Dalzel and other
officious youngsters policed an irregular
circle in the crowd. He saw Jlmuiie
facing him. There was no help for It.
He dropped his books—the old books
which would not "do."
Now, It was the fashion among tiny
Whllomvllle belligerents to fight much
In the manner of little bear cubs. The
l>oys would rush upon each other, Immediately grapple, and—the l»est boy
having probably succeeded In getting
the coveted "under bold"—there would
presently be a crash to the earth of
the inferior boy, and he would probably be-mopped around In the <lust or
the uilid or the snow or whatever the
material happened to be until the engagement was over. Whatever havocwas dealt out to him was ordinarily
the result of his wild endeavors to
throw ofT his opponent aud arise. Both
Infants wept during the tight as a
common thing, and If they wept very
hard the tight was a harder tight. The
result was never very bloody, but the
complete dlshevcliuent of both victor
and vanquished was extraordinary. As
for the spectacle, It more resembled a
collision of boys in a fog than It did
the manly art of hammering another
human being into sueechless inabilitv.

and, restlng-her chin lu

!! UNPROTESTED
CHECK.

"By

Edith M. Dearie.

! Copj righted, lw/7, by M. M. Cunningham. | \
Whi'u all the legal formalities were
euded aud the fortune that had been
Roliert Maxwell'» was finally handed
over to his "beloved daughter Elizabeth," that young lady regarded her
new found responsibilities in dlsuiay
and promptly proceeded to shift them
to other and broader shoulders. James
Gordon had been her father's secretary
and his shoulders were presumably betfitted for the burden.
"But you cannot hand me over your
fortune to carry, as If It were a book
or a parrel," said Gordon distractedly,
though Inexpressibly cheered by this
profession of confidence. "You do not
ter

understand"— %
"Oh, yes. I do," returned Miss Max
well serenely. "I understand perfectly.
I shall appoint you"—
"Chairman of the finance committee,"
suggested Cordon.
"Yes," said Miss Maxwell. "I will

be the committee."
"Well, I shall do my best." said Gor"Hut the committee
don, laughing.
will please remember that It has cer
tain active duties."
"I don't see why it should have any."
she retorted.
"1'racticaUy. you have
already managed the estate for the
past five years. You were Invaluable
to father."

"Perhaps I was," Gordou returned,
"though I dou't remember It, and he
never mentioned It. However, I appre-

ciate your confidence and will serve
you faithfully; but (gravely» what If 1
should make mistakes? Is it wise to
lutrust the handling of so much money
to one man';"
"I should think It might depend a
good deal upon the man," said Miss

Maxwell softly.
80 Gordou fitted up au office In α
downtown skyscraper, where he sat at
a table strewn with palters and pinktaped. legal looking documents, figuring and writing late Into the nights,
and Miss Maxwell, having arrauged her
fiuanclal affairs to her liking, annexed
a meek, elderly relative as chaperon
and turned her attention to other difficulties.

Her first, chlefest and most immedidifficulty was her cousin Tom Cor-

ate

nish.
"It Isn't that I do not like you," she
painstakingly explained for the hundredth time. "You know I do. As α

The tight began when Jlmuiie made
a mad bear cub rush at the new boy,
amid savage cries of encouragement.
Willie Dalzel, for lustance, almost

howled his head off. Very timid boys
on the outskirts of the throng felt their
nearis

leap

ιο uieir luroui*.

11

wun

α

time when certain natures were imman is vile.
But It appeared that bear cub rushing was no part of the instruction re-

pressed that only

everybody.

The
to say.
And tlion arose the howl of an amazed
and terrorised walrus.
One wl-licj to draw a second curtain.
Without discussion or inquiry or brief
He
retort. Willie Dalzel ran away.
ran like a hare straight for home, this
redoubtable chieftain. Following hint
at a heavy and slow pace^ran the Impassioned new boy. The scene was
new

the

voices of

boy's tlst cut It In half,

long rememl»ered.

Willie Dalzel was
been panic stricken
from a new thing.
might run from the

so

no coward; he had
into running away
He ran as a man
sudden appearance

of a vauipire or a ghoul or u gorilla.
This was no time for academics—he
ran.

Jimmie slowly gathered himself and
"Where's Willie?"
came to his feet.
said he. tlrst of all. The crowd snlg
"Where's Willie':" saiil Jimgered.
mie again.
"Why, he licked him too!" answered
u

boy suddeuly.

He sat
Jimmie.
"He
the roadway.
After ullowlug u moment for
did?"
the fact to sink Into him. he looked up
at the crowd with his one good eye
and his one bunged eye and smiled
"He

did':"

weakly down

said
on

cheerfully.

It is only by lalwr that thought can
be made healthy, and only by thought
that labor can be made happy.—Ruekin.

scream.

The room was lighted by the faint
rays of a bullseye lantern.
Standing at her desk with his b:ick
to her. «inning her chci k Ιό
was
—Tom Cornish.
Starting convulsively at sound of her
cry. he turned and confronted her.
white to the lips.
"Betty." he stammered.
Miss Maxwell st«»o;l very : till.
"Tom." she said, "why did yon do
It?"
But Tom had Γ 1 ! η in! > a chair and
hidden his shame ! Γ e in his h:iiids.
"
"It's all tip
lie said hoarsely. "I'm
dead broke, titid I thought I stood a
chance to ta'..·· myself once more. I've
I
had the <!e\ il's own luck lately.
lost every cent of that other check."
Betty I okc.i :it Iiita a.« If In a dream.
"The check joui* « ',< k. I was ile.ul
broke—debts everyv.lu re—and I cot
hold of your check ijook. I knew <b>rdon did aNiut as he pleased—and It
I meant
wns your signature nil right.
give it back to you. Betty, as soon
my luck turned. I really did."
But to his mystili.'ation Betty vas
looking at libu with shining eyes. "It
was you who cashed the check for
ten thousand." she repeated softly. "It
to

as

Was you—It was you."
It was weeks before she told <!ordnu. and he, being h wise young man
In Ids generation, said no word of her
bygone Injustice, but his arms went
round her. and he held her close. while
she, crying quietly, hid her faceagHliwt
his coat.
"No other man would have understood," she whispered softly.

gantly.

Maxwell Impatiently.
"You know what I meant all along,"

the other.

retorted Tom

Inele-

"And anyhow I shall never marry."
"So It's all up?"
"I think I have been telling you that
for the past five minutes," said Miss

»οιηβ out· nu» υπ·»
suuemy.
giving you η resume of my vices."
"Your vices are nothing to me nor
The
If you"—
your virtues either.
For the first
words died on tier lips.
tlni£ In all their lives his arm closed
around her. Convulsively be held her

Le uniti

ceived by boys In Jersey City. Boys
Ills head till his llpe
in Jersey City were apparently school- to him, bcudJug
hair.
ed curiously. Upon the onslaught of met lier soft brown
"Betty, I—I've got to-tcll you—I'm
Jimmie the stranger had gone wild
I need you—I
of trouble.
with rage—boylike. Some spark had In no end
touched his lighting blood, and in a need your hel|>-I"—
By a single vehement effort Betty remoment he was a cornered, desperate.
Are eyed little man. He began to swing leased herself.
IIow dure you?"
"How dare you?
his arms, to revolve them so swiftly
then came to 11 dead stop.
that one might have considered him a she raged,
wide with dismay ami
small working model of an extra fine Her eyes grew
fixed upon the doorway at the end of
was
which
windmill
caught
patented
in a gale. For a moment this defense the room.
"Mr. Gordon," she said In a consurprised Jimmie more than it damvoice.
strained
a
later
moments
but
two
aged him.
It was Cordon indeed. He· was quite
small, knotty list caught him squarely
end of the lon;j room, but
in the eye, and with a shriek he went at the other
the late tubleau could
down in defeat. He lay on the grouud not so far that
be unseen l#> him, and the distress of'
so stunned that he could not even cry,
was intensified In his as he
but if he had l»eeu able to cry lie her face
and the yellow porwould have cried over his prestige—or bowed hurriedly
tiere fell behiud him.
over
his
eye.
something—not
Betty blushed furiously. A person
There was a dreadful tumult. The
and not understanding
on
looking
and
amazement
of
boys cast glances
of course—she turned suddenly
terror upon the victor and thronged might,
to Tom, who stood staring at her unupon the beiten Jimmie Trescott. It
was a moment of excitement so in- easily.
"Now go!" she cried desperately.
tense tJi.it o:ie cannot say what hap"Go!"
Whilomvllle
had
before
Never
pened.
Meanwhile Gordon had found his hat
seen such a thing—not the little tot·.
the sidewalk and walked blindly
and
and
dumfounded,
were
aghast,
They
the pupers
they ghnced often over their shoulders down the avenue, forgetting everything
at tlv* n«v.* boy. who .stood aloue, hie he had gone for—forgetting
flushed, dismayed face.
clinched lists at his side, his face erlm* except a gill's
It was scandalous that she should be
the
with
still
his
working
bou,
lips
allowed to drift Into complications with
fury of battle.
tbut fellow. It was ull very well that
for
But there was auother surprise
Cornish was her cousin, but what of
Whilomv lie. It might have been seen
the fellow's character—4 gambler, α
that the little victor was silently deYet what could he
fortune hunter?
bating against an impulse.
do? All day he had looked forward to
But the impulse won, for the lone
seeing Betty. Well, he had seen her.
lad from Jersey City suddenly wheelAnd she must have been In earliest.
anstruck
and
a
demon
like
ed, sprang
Bhe wasn't the kind of girl to let a
other boy.
us memory gripped him he
man—and
before
drawn
be
A curtain should
on.
gloomily
plunged
this deed. A knowledge of It Is really
It was several days later that Miss
too much for the heart to bear. The
Maxwell, blue gowued and demure,
other boy was Willie Dalzel. The lone
turned Into the entrance of a bunk on
lad from Jersey City had smitten him
lower Broadway and walked calmly to
full sore.
the
paying teller's window.
must
It.
It
of
little
to
Is
There
say
"I suppose you know that this overhave been that a feeling worked graddraws your account, Miss Maxwell,"
ually to the top of the little stranger's
haudlng out a
wrath that Jimmie Trescott had been said that gentleman,
of fresh bank notes.
a mere tool, that the front and center packet
The girl stared at him In astonishof his persecutors had been Willie DalI did not know. I had not
zel, and. being rendered teiu|)orarlly ment "No,
lawless by his fighting blood, he raised thought," she said nervously.
"That last check was rather largehis hand and smote for revenge.
Willie Dalzel had been In the middle ten thousand"—
thousand!" related Betty
"Ten
of a vandal's cry, which screeched out
over

hands,

Her Very Good Reason.
The two wives were discussing tl>e
pecuniary i>ecullarltles of their respective husbands, and they coincided with
great unanimity until they reached the
point of their own relation to the purse

sister, now, I"~
"Oh. drop It!"
Tfii» was nu time for academic»—he ran.

her

stared hard Into space. There was the
check unaccounted for. and he had
filled It out for ? 10,000. No one knew
how many others he had used.
He
was welcome to the money. She would
not tight It if she could.
îtut he had
seemed so different, and she had trusted him. Slowly her head sank on the
desk, and the heiress of the Maxwell
millions cried lier eyes out like any
ordinary lovesick girl.
It was ten In Airs later—ten dreary,
interminable hours—that the clock on
Betty's dressing table chime 1 1.
Betty shivered. No sleep had come
to her eye.-». Getting out of bed, she
She
slipped Into a dressing gov u.
would read. Anything would be letter than, lying 111 l>ed open eyed and
sleepless nmanihg ovr Jnnies <>'.>rd<>n.
lier book was in the IHfrary.
She
opened her door und ran hurriedly
dowu into the hall below.
Pushing
open the library door very gently, she
entered the room, i1k>u uttered a faint

weakly.

We did uot question It. of
because Mr. Gordon so often
draws large amounts." He looked ut
her keenly. "It was all right. I sap"Yes.

course,

pose?"

"Yes; oh, yes." said Betty unsteadily.
I-I supjiose Mr.
"It was all right.
Gordon cashed It?"
"He sent a messenger, as he usually
ioes."
Betty nodded. The bank swam and
for un Instant her brain reeled as she

turned away, perplexed ami vaguely
conscious of Impending evil.
Ten thousand dollars!
Even to Betty's vague business reasoning 31O.0IM) seemed U good deal to
lose track of. But there must be some
good reason why Gordon hud tilled in
the check for mj much, for .Miss Muxwell's methods of dealing with the
management of her estate had not
changed, and. though she still signed
all her cherks, she serenely washed
her bunds of further responsibility,
and Gordon usually filled them in
Once at horn., she hurried to her
She had u prejudice against
desk.
keeping her check book In order, und
an appalling number of hastily scrawled stubs confronted her. She worked
busily, covering α pad with figures und
counting up totals 011 her fingers But
It was slow work, und near the end
one stub stared out from the re>t pro-

▼okingly.

It will blank

strings.
"My husband never gives me a penny
unless he growls about uiy extravagance," said one.
"Mine does the same thing." attested
"Jllll

I

get

OVtîU

Willi

mill.

.Λΐιυ un

face showed the color of satisfaction.
"How d> yon ever do It ?"
"Ι g·» through his trousers pockets
when iio'.s asleep."
"Goodness gracious!" exclaimed the
other.
"I wouldn't do that for anything"

Why nit? Haven't we a right to
the iu >Mcy as well as they have?"
hi.t I wouldn't go 111 rough uiy
"V;·
husband's trousers pockets for It."
"I'd like to know why':" said the
lirst, i|Uite Indignant at the apparent

ri-proof.

■cause," blushed the other, "he
carrkM his money in his waistcoat
pocket."- !'ear sou's Weekly.
When Banks Are Bitten.
of bad checks," said the
trashier of :i downtown bank, "don't
}ou belle\e fur a moment that most
i«f the exp -i t formers are behind bars
The disur frightened into Inactivity.
tinguished professionals those accustomed to play f.jr a fortune at a slu;le throw—arc pretty well In hand, but
there art; others.
"As a matter of fact, the public
would be surprised to learn how mauy

"Speaking

l>ogus checks, perfectly executed, get
;>;i*t the bank olllcluls every week la
this city."
"Don't see many of 'em In the police

•otirt eases," a listener suggested.
"Of course not. Most of the checks
ire for small amounts and are made
«>od by the bank officers. Why'/ Well,
because It does a bank no especial good
to have It known that forged checks
So the
.-an pass through Its windows.
Even when a
natter Is hushed up.
man Is caught In the act he Is often
allowed to go free If he is merely an
igeut and will tell who his principal Is.
[t'a business policy."—New York Globe.

A Wise Old Mul·.
Our old mule would not work after
12 o'clock. We would 1κ» compelled to
unhitch, go to the barn and let tho
mule eat ns long as he was able to
swallow; that would be about two
hours. Theu the mule would lie ready
It mattered not bow late
for work.
In the day when the mule was taken
out In the field, or how cloudy It might
The wind might blow so strong
be.
that the sounds of the bells and the
whistles could uot be heard, or the
work would be In some out of the way
place where no one could be seen going
to dinner. Yet when 12 o'clock cam·,
to the minute, he would refuse to work
feed and
any longer. We have taken
let him eat before noon, but this did
not satisfy htm; he must go to the barn
at t.oon or kick everything to pieces.
We tried the mule In a coal mine, but
with the same result He seemed to
tell the time In the mine equally as
well as out of It.—Chicago Tribune.

The First Amerioen Cabinet.
When John Hancock was president
of congress In 1786 and had his offlc·
at 5 Cherry street in New Yck city,
there were only three grand departments of the Culted States which performed the functions now performed
These
by the president's cabinet.
three "grand departments" were distributed as follows: The Hon. John
Jay, secretary for foreign affairs, at 8

Broadway; lion. Henry Knox, secretary at war, IS Smith street; the Hon.
Walter Livingston, Samuel Osgood and

Ii«e. commissioners of the
treasury. The "office of congress" In
that perled was at' 81 Broadway.
When Washington was first elected
president In 17ΗΙ) there were four members of congress from New York a>
follows: John Lawrence, John Hartng,
Melauchthon Smith and Peter W
Arthur

Yates.

•
Realistic.
Bacon—Did you see his picture of
the snow shove 1er?
Egbert—Yes; very realistic, wasn't It?
Bacon—Why. It really rende me
round shouldered to look at 1ϋ—Yon
Iters Statesman
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com bine to make tbl· department of oar bnaine·· complete an<l popular.

|

Paris HOI.
nm Baptist Church, Bev. C. O. Tayk>r, pastor
Preaching every Sunday at 10 4ft Λ. M. Sunday
Sabbath Evening Service at
School at It m.
7 30 r. M. Y. P. S. C. K. Toeaday evening.
Prayei Meeting Thonday evening at 7 30. Coveoefore the 1*
nant Meeting the laat Prl-iay
Sunday of the month at 3 30 r. m. All not
otherwise connected are cordially invited
UniversalisChurch, Rev.C. A. Knickerbocker,
Pastor. Preaching tervtcc every Sumlay at 10:45
A. M. Sunday School at 11:45.

Mrs. Ε. H. Cummin#* went to Turner
Tuesday, and visited Mr. and Mrs. Albert Smith. On ber return trip home
she called at the Lake AuThursday,
CO
Ρ
IKS.
lUltiLE
burn fish hatchery to see Mr. and Mrs.
ou
ce
are
four
the
Democrat
of
Single Copie·
each
They will be mailed un receipt of price by John F. Stanley.
the publUber· or for the convenience of patron·
The Cambridge (Ma··.) Chronicle has
jtnjrte copie· of each laeue have been place·! on this paragraph, which will be of interest:
•ale at the following place· la the County ?
"Miss Grace Doe, of 20 Langdon Street,
Shurtleff'· Drug Store.
Sooth Parla,
sails on the Ivernia Tuemlay, July i<3,
Noyce' Drag Stoie.
Norway,
Stone'· Drugstore.
with her sister, Mra. B. L. Hudson and
Poetmaeter.
Ufred
Cole.
BuckHeM,
family, of Watertown, for a two months'
Mr*. Harlow. Poet OtBce.
Karl· Hill,
vacation in England and other places."
Samuel T. Whlte.
We·» Parte.
Γ. A Shurtleff A Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Harmon of
Portland were at the White Mountain
View House last week. Mr. Harmon is
Coaiing Events.
president of the corporation of Loring,
Short A Harmon.
Aug. β— oxford Pomona Grange, South Water
The challenge cups have both been
ford.
for the past week at the golf
played
NKW ADVKKT1SKMKNTS.
links. On Tuesday Orland Daniels won
the men's cup from Arthur Shaw, and
Bye Symptom».
on Saturday Miss Josephine Cole, who
Hebron Academy.
holds the woman's cup, successfully deIdeal Laundry.
Probate Notice·.
fended it against several contestants.
7 Notice· of Appointment
The tea at the links was given Saturday
Loet.
afternoon by Mrs. Frank C. Case.
Wanted.
July Clearance Sale.
Several of the young men have engagLoftl
ed Academy Hall for next Friday evenNotice of Foreclosure.
For Sale.
ing for a dance. The price of admission
Have You Tried Cur-X-Zema*
is to be one dollar per couple, including
Balaam.
Parker'· Hair
dancing and refreshments. Music by
Wanted

Stearns' Orchestra.

Here and There.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Allen and Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Ji»eselyn of Portland
on friends.
There is serious trouble in the little were here last week calling
an automobile trip through
Hermit Kingdom of Korea, and while They were on
The
the cause· and course of events may not Cumberland and Oxford Counties.
at the Hubbe easily and fully comprehended by us, party have all beeu guests
and
are
in
the
House
hoping
past
one thing is evident, that there can be bard
house will soon be open again
only one outcome. When the affair is that the
return.
that
order
in
they may
settled, Korea will be more firmly under
Miss Fannie Perham, Mrs. William L.
the control of Japan than ever. Such is
Wilma Perham arrived
Miss
and
Perbam
more
adthe course of civilization. The
week and opeued
vanced people may use some of the from Washington last
summethods of barbarism in dealing with the Governor Perham house for the
that W. L. Perbam
the less advanced, but in the end the mer. It is expected
will spend a vacation here later.
cause of civilization is forwarded.
Augustus Tolman, a leading attorney
Denatured alcohol, which was to ac- of Lynn, Mass., is a guest at the Percomplish such a revolution in the art· ham hume.
Miss Nellie Marshall, who has for
and industrie·, seems to have gone into
nurse at the
innocuous desuetude. Very little of it, sometime been a hospital
Government Reservation at Crow Creek,
so it is said, is being made.
North Dakota, was the guest of her sislast week.
Jesse D. Grant, youngest son of Gen. ter, Mrs. Jarvia M. Thayer,
Dr. and Mrs. Aldrich and Miss Mary
Grant, is mentioned as a candidate for
at
the Democratic nomination for presi- I. Mellen were at the Aldrich cottage
week.
dent. While nothing is said against Norway Lake a few days last
Miss Effio Morris of Portland is exhim by any one, it is reported that he
as the guest ol
calls himself a scientific loafer, and that pected here this week
P. Harlow.
one of his favorite occupations is to Mrs. Caroline
The tine picture of The Lion Cubs, the
smoke a good cigar and look at a blank
to the library
wall for some hours on a stretch. Tbe gift of Prof. G. L. Voso
and placed
contrast between that and the life of our association, has been framed*
in Hamlin Memorial Hall. This is one
present strenuous chief executive would
be something startling, and it is doubt- of Prof. C. C. Ilutchins' photographic
ful if the serenity of mind indicated by reproductions of Rosa Bonheur's paintArt Building at
the above statement would constitute a ing in The Walker
desirable qualification for the nominee Bowdoin College.
If you discover upon tho genial face oi
of any party.
Loren B. Merrill "the smile that won'l
the arrival
The Argus recently bad an editorial come off," it is explained by
of a very youog gentleman at the home
paragraph on Bangor and the water
Mrs. Minnie Garland Sanders in Busquestion, in which the prohibitory law of last
Friday, and the fact that the
and tbe Sturgis commission were not ton
been christened Loreu
new arrival has
even mentioned.
Garland Sanders. It's safe guessing thai
the infant gets a tourmaline and a good
Popular Judgment.
Governor Hughes in bis recent speech one, too.
The social eveut of the week at Paris
at Buffalo made a statement which is
party and house
worthy of note. "Whether you have Hill was the surprise
Winslow oo
confidence or not in popular judgment." warming given Mr. Daniel
he said, "let me assure you that in this Tuesday evening, at bis new apartments
in the Garland house.
During Mr.
country it is idle to inveigh against it."
at Paris Hill he
He further adds "Let .these questions be Winelow's six seasons
has made very many friends, about one
upon your conscience and upon your
both perheart, but not upon your nerves." Tbe hundred of whom, including
We have got t«> manent residents and summer guests,
Governor is quite right.
our own invite" at his
put up with thing» as they are but at the gathered "by
of a wide range of
same time we must do all we can to set- rooms, beariug gifts
a most
that things are done as they should be. variety and usefulness and spent
evening. The affair had an
Popular judgment may be and often is pleasantcharm
from the fact of being a
added
wrong, but in the long run everything
will come out right. Governor Hughes surprise to the host and an opportunity
is also right when he says: "The prevail- to work off mure or less practical jukes
The promoters
of gifts
ing sentiment in this country is whole- in the making
wisdom in providing
some and just; it is idealistic; it rejoices exhibited worldly
Frank
in the extension of commerce and the light refreshments, while to Mrs.
the credit of having prodevelopment of industry; it takes pride C. Case belongs
music by
in the ability that invents, in the talent vided, at her own expense,
Boston.
that can organize effort and make co- Macaroni's Orchestra of Greater
interesting part of
operation productive; it honors honest Perhaps the most
of the
toil of hand or brain; it prizes sagacity the programme was the opening
and thrift; it extols prudence; it rever- many carefully wrapped and mysterious
But it also demands packages which the host was compelled
ences achievement.
fire" of the spectators.
honesty. It also exacts fidelity, both to to do "underfrom
valuable paintings to
private and public obligation. It be- Everything
and cork
lieve· in freedom of opportunity, not mouse traps, can openers
of the
that a few may exploit the many, but screws was disclosed and some
times
that each, working according to his gifts were found to be several
of a package
talent, may receive a just return and that duplicated. The opening
the rights of all in their community re- containing a miniature camel revealed
the pen
lations shall be paramount to the selfish tbe following production from
interests of any one."—Boston Banker of the donor:
and Tradesman.
This Is the cam 1. who used to

Poland Camp Meeting.

We would not bave any of the readers
of the Democrat, which should be every
one in Oxford County, forget the campmeeting which is to be held on Poland
15-20.
These
camp ground August
gruunds are so situate*! as to be easily
reached by both Crand Trunk and Maine
Central roads, being within a few minute·' walk of either station, and are
admirably adapted for meetings of this
kind, well supplied with pure water and
ample accommodations for board and
lodging. The following circular makes
announcement of the meeting.
Empire Grove Camp Meeting at East

Poland, Maine,

commences

Thursday

evening, August 15th, and closes Monday, August 26th, 1907.
Rev. C. P. Parsons, Presiding Elder,
will have charge of the services, with
Kev. C. A. Brooks as Assistant Superintendent.
Rev. G. F.

serve

as

Durgin, of Boston, will
Evangelistic Assistant through-

out the meetings.
Miss Edith Rankin, Deaconess, will
conduct children'· meetings each day,
and in other ways assist in the meetings.
Friday evening, August 16th. "The
Issues and Forces of Social Reform," an
illustrated address by Rev. H. N. Pringle. Secretary of the Civic League of
Maine.
The W. F. M. S. and the W. H. M. S.
will have speakers some day to represent
them.
Reduced rates will be given on the
Maine Central R. R. and on the (irand
Trunk. Buy tickets to Elmwood Farm
■tation on the Maine Central, and to
Empire Road station on the Grand
Trunk.
For board and lodging, and foi cottage·, write to W. R. Swan, East Poland.
Epwortb League Day will be observed
Saturday, August 24th.
The District Stewards' Meeting will be
held Thursday, Aug. 22d, at 1:00 p. m.
"Songs of Faith and Hope," the singing-book used last year, will be used this
year also.
It is thought that two members of the
cla·· of 1906 in Bowdoin College lost
their live· by drowning on Tuesday,
July 9. They are Richard A. Lee, son
of Professor Leslie A. Lee of Bowdoin,
and Franklin Morrison of Melroee. Mass.
Each was about 21 years of age, and both
On the day namwere fine young men.
ed they left Mere Point in a sloop, their
destination being Christmas Cove, and
•ioce that time no trace of them has
been found. There was a sharp squall
that afternoon at about the time they
would have been off Seguin, and neither
of the young men was much experienced
in handling a boat The sloop was
heavily ballasted, and would probably
A thorough
bave sunk if capsized.
search of the coast ha· been made without any result. The only faint hope remaining Is that they have been blown to
sea

sel,

and picked op by

some

passing

bat there Is little chance of that.

ves-

At North Chesterville Sunday, the
14th, Harvey A. Searles, a farm hand
whose home Is in Rangeley, abot and

killed his wife, and then shot bis brother,
The latter was only
Jesse Searles.
slightly injared. Later Harvey Searles
the same revolver, inwith
shot himself
flicting an injury which is serious but
Jealousy was the
may not be fatal.
All the partie· bave
cause of the act

bone good reputations.

Wwt Parte.

It vu an Ideal evening last Thursday
when tbe lawn party waa held under the
auspice· of Onward Bebekah Lodge at
tbe grounds of Mr. and Mrs. David EmTheir fine lawn was prettily
mons.
decorated with etriugs of Japanese
lanterns, and at the north side a long
table was provided where ice cream,
cake, and fruit punch were for sale. A
musical entertainment was given consisting of two quartette selections by
the evening choir at tbe Universaiist
church, and several songs by Mr. R N.
Stetson and Miss Alice E. Barden. Mrs.
W. H. Lurvey gave a reading, and tbe
remainder of the time selections were

by Josiah Moody's graphophone.
given
and it was a
About 125 were
pleasant occasion.

present

Good
weather last week and the
farmers have harvested some nice hay.
Mr. and Mrs. Berry of Lewiston and
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor and
daughter
Frances of Brookline, Mass., are boardat
R.
J.
Tucker's.
ing
Mr. and Mrs. Vernal W. Bates of New
Haven, Conn., and two maids, went last
week to Mr. Bates1 new camp at Little
Concord Pond in Woodstock.
Madge L. Tuell recently visited Mrs.
Geo D. Robertson at South Paris.
Mildred Curtis of Norway has been
making a visit with Mrs. C. H. Bates.
Monday evening of last week Mrs. Bates
invited a few of the young people, and
had a pleasant little party in her honor.
Mrs. K. P. Bowker of West Sumner is
making a visit with ber daughter, Mrs.
Elmer E. Tuell.
Mr. Jerry H. Cole was taken quite ill
last week with nervous prostration. He
is now unable to do any work on his new
bouse, and much sympathy is expressed
for him.
Marion W.
Berry, the 8-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Berry
of Mechanic Falls, came Sunday to make
a visit of several weeks with her cousin,
Miss Jennie M. Brown.
H. G. Brown got 10 bushels of strawcerries off his strawberry bed of about
one-eighth of an acre, making an income
of about |40.
Laura Willis is making a short visit
with Rev. and Mrs. Thomas Whiteside
at Bolster's Mills.
Mrs. S. Clarence Curtis and little
daughter of Boston came here last Wednesday to make a stay of several weeks.
Mies Bertha A. Emmons is at home
for several weeks' vacation.
Mrs. I. C. Alley and grandson, Harold
Alley, of Auburn, are spending tbe summer at Trap Corner.
There was a social dance at Dunham's
Hall Friday evening.
Advertised letters in West Paris post
office July 20:
Mt'oen Coksi.
J. B. Frost.
Mr». Geo. H. Gocxlnow.
John McN'eely.
Charle. Thurston.

The

heaviest

electric shower of the

passed over this village last Saturday evening about 9 o'clock. For
nearly an hour the lightning was incessant, the air seeming to be fairly

season

A

MM
Many of the farmer* have began hay·
log and report a good crop.

Greenwood.

Being nearly prostrated by the present

Beastly Bis Thing.

Academy

Hebron

hot weather, instead of trying to pro▲ WHOLE PERFORMING MENA6EBIE IV
Mr. and Mr·. Herbert Rowe have reduce any locals we will send in as a subON· ARENA.
stitute an article on Simplified Spelling, turned from their wedding trip.
FOR BOYS AND OIRLS.
Mr·. Albert Foster and daughter from
as published in The Watchman, which Is
and
Thorough
arrived
preparation for college and
have
When the Frank A. Robbios Λ Co. All
of special interest to the writer and Charlestown, Mass.,
Courte* for those
summer cottage.
New Great Feature Shows were being scientific schools.
ought to be to everybody else. We ire occupying their
Mr. Eli Stearns la progressing finely on organised, the New Tork Clipper spoke who cannot attend collège. Modern
trust therefore the Democrat will give
Some repain will be of them ae "The Birth of the Big One," buildings, steam heat, electric light, telas the full text, since none of it should hi· new barn.
teaebers.
made upon the house.
and that description may be extended to ephone. Ac. Efficient corps of
be omitted.
Mrs. Cobb has been visiting her sister, that stupendously sensational feature Physical instructor all the year. No betSIMPLIFIED SPELLING.
for yonng men and
Mr·. Tobiaa Lord.
wbioh involves the introduction In obe ter school anywhere
By Rev. George E. Tufts.
Mr. John Nelson, foreman in the New· arena in simultaneous performances of women to get training in mind and body.
Pall term begins Tuesday, September
The efforts of Mr. Carnegie to improve office, has been «pending hi· vacation at almost
every species of wild and domestiinforthe barbarous spelling of the English the home of hi· parents in Palermo.
cated beasts that can be safely bandied 10, 1007. For catalog and fnrther
Some
commendable.
are
mation
truly
address, Principal W. E. Sarlanguage
Mrs. Dr. Edwin Gehrlog and daughter io the
before an audience, and with
open
30-37
who object to reform think that if any are spending tbe summer with Mrs.
Me.
enough brains to learn every trick possi- gent, Hebron,
change in spelling is to be made, it must Gehring's parents, Mr. and Mra. E. C. ble to the limitations of quadrupedal
be purely phonetic, and that many new Chamberlain.
anatomy. Tbls collossally cosmopolitan
letters must be added to the alphabet.
Dr. Crawford of Boston, accompanied assemblage of wise mammoths and cute
Why not make the spelling of English by her two little granddaughters, daugh- and cunning creatme? includes elephants,
as phonetic a* the Latin and Greek, or ters of Mr. and Mrs. John Preston Trne,
zebras, water buffalo, camels, dogs,
C \LL FOR YOUR
the German with the alphabet we now and tbeir nurse, are stopping at Prosgoats, horses, llamas, ponies, donkeys,
have? Would not such a change be an pect Hotel.
and
monkeys
bears,
mrles,
dromedaries,
improvement? When twenty-eight emiThe boarders from the city are begin- sacred cattle, and has cost its originator,
nent scholars, such as now compose the ning to fill up the boarding houses.
Manager Bobbins, a big lot of both "the
Simplified Spelling Board, say that a
Wednesday afternoon tbe ladies of tbe long green" and trouble, but the years of
word should be spelled thus and so, Universalist Society beld a "fir picnic."
expenditure, experiment and patient
their authority carries weight, and even Those who went into the woods for fir
OR
have at length found ample reif they make radical changes persons to fill the sofa pillows for the fair not training
ward in most Impressive, surprising and
of
accused
be
them
cannot
who adopt
only enjoyed the trip but also tbe sup- amusing results. This millennnium-llke
Illiteracy.
per upon Mrs. F. H. Young's lawn, feature and all the other wild beasts,
The members of the board are: Prof. which the ladies had prepared.
circus and hippodrome ones of the enterBrander Matthews, Columbia university;
Thursday afternoon the Ladies1 Club prise named will be brought to us by
Κ. B. Andrews, chancellor of the uni- of the Congregational society served a
returnspecial railroad trains on July 23d at tbe
versity of Nebraska, and formerly presi- supper upon Judge Herrick's beautiful fair grounds between South Paris and
Ν.
M.
dent of Brown;
Butler, president lawn. The decorations were attractive
Norway.
of Columbia; D. S. Jordan, president of and tbe supper and social hour were
Leland Stanford; Wm. James, professor much enjoyed.
Maine News Notes.
in Harvard; T. R. Lounebury, professor
Frank Robbins' circns was in Bethel
in Yale; Calvin Thomas, professor in Saturday. This circus is called one of
The post office at Hope lost about $50
Columbia; H. L. Seeley, president Iowa the best on the road and is always well
State Normal School; Geo. Hempel, patronized.
by a burglary Monday night. There
H. W.
The Hunt Silver Plate Show was in was no safe.
professor in University of Michigan; David Brewer, justice of the supreme court Bethel Monday, July 22.
who died rePrince,
George
Captain
of the United States; I. K. Funk, editor
Rev. Arthar Shirley of Stratford, cently at Thomaston, was 90 years of
of Standard Dictionary; Β. E. Smith, Conn., preached in tbe Congregational
age, and the oldest Odd Fellow in Maine.
W.
R.
editor of Century Dictionary;
church Sunday morning in the absence
Erail Ossarnen, 10, was drowned in
of
editor
Magazine;
Century
of tbe pastor, Rev. C. N. Gleaaon.
Gilder,
the Androsooggin River at Riley WedW. H. Ward, editor of Independent; W.
Lovell.
P. Harris, commissioner of education,
nesday night. The body was recovered. For Autumn Months and
At the regular meeting of Suncook Ossarnen came from Finland a year ago.
Washington; R. S. Woodward, president
of Carnegie institute; Sathuel L. dem- Grange on Friday evening, tbe 3d and
Allen Day, aged eleven years, Henry
ons, Thoe. W. Higginson, Henry Holt, 4th degrees were conferred on 5 candiHahn, aged nine, and Lionel Coveney,
Lyman J. Gage and other men of note. dates. A supper of sandwiches, cake eight years old, were drowned in the
There is a tendency however to cling and ice cream was served at intermission.
A sanitary, modern, sunny house
Androscoggin River at Lewiston Monto the antiquated forms, which Lord There was a large number in attendance
furnished
at or near Paris
day.
accursed
spelling," with visitors from Sweden and Fryeburg
Lytton calls "Our
was for
Tommie Sherry, 8 years old,
Bath room and
and no one wishes to be the first to lay granges. The grange voted to make an
house-keeping.
aside the old, and adopt the new. exhibit at tbe West Oxford fair tbe com- drowned at Lewiston on the 13th by fallfurnace necessary.
Apply to P. O.
Alexander Pope well says:
ing from the Maine Central Railroad
ing fall.
3<>-3*
"In words ax fashion the same rule will bold,
Mr. Arthur Knight of Boston is at J. bridge, over which he was walking, into Box 1, Paris, Maine.
A like fantastic If too new or old ;
B. Kimball's for a few days, where his the Androscoggin River.
Be not the first by wnom the new le tried,
family are boarding.
Nor yet the last to lay the old aside."
George F. Patterson, aged 45 and unMr. Fred Holt of Somerville, Mass., is married.
At present English speaking children
hung himself by bis suspendfriends here.
ers Thursday night in his cell at the
are compelled to undergo years of use- visiting
Probably between my house and
An entertainment was given by tbe Belfast
station, where he had been South Paris, a heavy whiffletree with
less drudgery memorizing long lists of
police
Woman's Library Club Saturday even- confined on the charge of stealing a
Please
peculiar combinations of letters without
sled buck chains attached.
assisted by A. E. Morse of South watch.
reference to sound or analogy. There is ing,
return to C. R. King, South Paris.
Paris.
no reason for this waste.
Xavier Coro was drowned by falling
We have had three days of very hot
The expungiug of silent letters is one
into the Kennebec* at Madison Friday.
weather, but good for getting the hay.
For Sale.
step in making the change; as, for
of July 31 the young Cor^was 24 years oi age, ami bad been
On the
example, 41a" from breath, breakfast, ladies of evening
BY REV. A. K. BALDWIN.
the village will give a salad married about three weeks. He was emmeadow,
endeavor,
instead,
deaf,
and entertainment at Pine Grove ployed by the Great Northern Paper
2 chamber gets, 1 roll top desk, dining
spread; "b" from crumb, dumb, debt, supper
Hall for the benefit of the Ladies' Cir- Co., and was walking on the logs when room set, 1 baby carriage, couch, Morris
doubt; "c" from abscess, sceptre, scis- cle of the church. All are cordially in- the accident occurred.
chair, 2 common rockers, a practically
sors, scent, victuals; "e" from hearken,
vited.
The body of Mrs. Adella Bradford new Underwood Typewriter, and other
hearth, forfeit, luncheon, puncheon;
Conwith a bullet wound in her head was things which can be found at the
"i" from bruise, cruiee, friend, heifer,
Hebron.
20
found in her home in Bath Monday. gregational parsonage.
juice, sluice; "o" from flourish, journey,
The Z. L. Packard W. R. C. entertainleopard, yeoman, young, enough; "u" ed the Corps of Norwav and Mechanic It was apparently a case of suicide,
from guard, gauge, build, built, smouldthough no cause is known. Her husband,
Falls on Friday, July 12th. An inter- who is a machinist, was called to Boston
er, victuals; "1" from salmon, solder;
and
a
out
was
carried
on Saturday to work at his trade.
"n" from solemn, autumn, column, con- esting programme
•top· tl»· courfH tnd Η··1· lunji
served.
demn; "h" from rhetoric, rhubarb, banquet
Mrs. Warren Hanscom of New York,
rhyme, catarrh, gherkin, ghoul, aghast; with her two little
daughters, is at the
"k" from knee, knock, knit, knife; "g"
Packard house.
from gnat, gnaw, gnarl, gneiss, gnostics,
H. L. Melcher is at home after a few
gnomon, phlegm; "gh" from caught,
In Lewiston and Portland.
taught, thigh, slough, sigh, haughty, days
Mr. H. M. Knight of Jamaica Plain,
slaughter; "ugh" from bought, thought, Mass., is a guest
at A. M. Richardson's.
wrought, fought; "β" from aisle, isle,
Miss Jennie Copeland of Portland is
from
"ch"
drachm,
puisne, viscount;
her aunt, Mrs. Fred Sturtevant.
schism; "w" from wrap, wrinkle, wrip- visiting
Alton Hibbs has three acres planted to
gle, wreath, sword, whoop, toward; sweet corn and
potatoes. It is all lookchange ''ph" to "f" in such words as
ing finely. Tbe corn has just had the
diphtheria, hyphen, siphon, nephew, second
and the potatoes are in
trophy, phlegm, graphic, pamphlet, blossom.hoeing
"n"
"m"
or
omit
blaspheme, paragraph;
Fred Sturtevant has a good piece of
in words having short vowels, as, e. g.,
flannel, channel, pommel, to correspond potatoes.
Tbe bay crop promises to be good.
with
level, etc. Such

1804-1907.

PEROLI Ν
DUST
Disease, Death

R Ε R O L I Ν
I< â chemically prepared Du&deu Sweeping Powder,
that Absorbs the Dust—Cleans the Floors—Brightens
the Carpets—Kills the Germs—Purifies the Air—Reduces Work and Worry. It is absolutely non combustThe demand for it by Dry Goods, Department
ible

LAUNDRY

Stores, Clothing, Slue, Men's Furnishings, Jewelry,
Furniture, and other stores and manufactories is inceasing daily.

Family Washing
Wet

washing 50c.

ed in 24 hours.

Laundry,

Ideal

Everybody's Enemy.
Destroys Everything.

Means Dirt

Let Our Team

By

Sale
For
J

J. P. Richardson,

Tapley, Prop.

TOILET

SHURTLEFF A CO.

ARTICLES.

For Warm Weatber.

December.

th**t he'p to make you
you will find the many ai tides
more comfortable these hot days.
TALCUM POWDERS—All the leading makes.
BY-LO is one of the best, 35c.
COMPLEXION CREAMS—All kinds.
e
TOILET WATERS—Foreign and American mafes, all
standard and novel odors.
BRUSHES, COMBS, SOAPS, MANICURE (iOODS.

At

Hill, fully

our stores

ι

and, in fact, everything for toilet purposes you will find
AT THE PHARMACIES OF

LOST.

POLEYSHONEY^TAR

A.

F.

SHURTLEFF A CO.

A.

P.

Wanted.

alive with electricity. One very heavy
bolt struck the water reservoir at the
mills of tbe Paris Manufacturing Co.,
but did no very serious damage other
than to give our village people quite a
fright, some in the near 'vicinity receiving quite a shock. Tbe tank was torn
some on top but the iron framework
diverted the electric current bo it passed
off. Word has been received of many
fires caused by this shower, one near
Patch Mountain, the light of which was
plainly visible.
West Paris is rejoicing. They have
won a league ball game for the second
About one hundred and fifty
time.
were present Saturday afternoon to see
the game South Paris vs. West Paris.
The spectators pronounced it a good
interesting game, and both teams played
well. West Paris played a trifle loosely
at first, and allowed South Paris to got
the lead, but at the last of the game
gained until they wou by a score of β
panel, camel,
to 5.
as the above would simplify the
Eut Bethel.
Mr. G. M. D. Reed from Massachusetts chaugos
arrived yesterday to spend a vacation at
Hot daya and good bay making.
There are about 1500 words of exJ. R. Tucker's. Friends remember with
Judge G. F. Rich of Berlin, Ν. H., ia
treme difficulty, not spelled according
A. M. Bean in the hay field.
regret that Mrs. Reed, who was here
and the child is com- assisting
last season, passed away several months to any analogy;
Mr. J. Cleve Bartlett of South Framto memorize hundreds of these
pelled
Mass
ia apending a few weeka'
ago.
ingliam,
peculiar combinations of letters. Then vacation at hie home here.
there
are about 1200 words, some of the
Mrs. P. B. Howe and eon, John Howe,
Bryant's Pond.
letters of which have irregular or unare viaiting relatives in Waltham, Maes.
A large amount of pine lumber is usual
sounds, causing difficulty to the
Misa Blanche Bartlett of Lowell, Maas.,
being hauled to this station for shipment young learner. The removal of eileut or
The lumber comes from redundant letters from most of these has returned to her home here for tbe
to Portland.
Milton Plantatiou aud is owned
by words would make the spelling virtually aummer vacation.
Mies Elsie Bartlett, who baa been
Morse & Chadbourne of Waterford.
phonetic, or as phonetic as the German. apending a two weeka' vacation at lier
Three hundred thousand will be shipped
There are about 000 words differing in
home here, returna to Lowell, Maae., the
during the summer.
meaning that are now fortunately spell- 23d.
Mrs. Melrose E. Cole of Auburn and ed
alike, e. g., August, the eighth
Mr. H. L. Holt haa returned home to
Miss Allie Peck of Worcester are stopmonth; august, majestic; club, a stick;
Mass. Mrs. Holt and Maater
ping at D. A. Cole's
club, a society. Then there are about Neponaet,
farm
George Gibbs of Paris Ilill is finishing 800 words pronounced alike, having Roy will remain at the homestead
a few weeks longer.
the interior of Ε. K. Freeman's cottage. different
meanings and spelled differentMr. and Mrs. R. C. Clark and two sons,
F rack M. Whitman has returned to
ly, as, e. g., auger, a tool for boring; who have been apending a vacation at
Boston. His family is still staying at
augur, a soothsayer: bury, to inhume; the "old homeatead", returned home
Pine Point cottage.
berry, fruit; ode, a poem; owed, indebt- last Saturday. Maater Hugh Clark, four
It is expected that meetings will be ed. These 800 should be
brought into years and a half Old, while here went
held through the month of August at the accord with the above 600.
That is,
Universalist church. Tho services will words pronounced alike should be spell- fishing with his father in a boat and
twelve large flah.
be held at 3 P. si.
ed alike, as the 000 above mentioned. caught
Guy Cole has returned from the Maine Such would cause no confusion; for we
East Sumner.
Central Hospital, where he has been are not confimed with the
spelling of
Rev. J. S. Richarde of North Yarmouth
under treatment since July 4th.
such words as "angle," a point where
supplied the Congregational pulpit on
Helen Cushman has finished her school two lines
meet; "angle," to fish with July 14
in Milton Plantation.
hook and line; "base," mean; "base,"
Misa Agnes M. Heald of Sabattua and
The new school house in the Perkins foundation. The French are not oonMisa Hattie Snell of Dennyaville were relament;
District is completed. The first term of fused with
sumand
"ete," been,
"ete,"
Now. he'it all smiles.
cently at East Sumner calling on relaschool will commence August 20th, with
mer, though spelled and accented alike. tives.
He 1» sliuply rejoicing to you to be sent
Elsie Cunhman as teacher.
Since It palls— Ills Arabian 11 f·' In a tent—
The letters "ea" occurring in scores
Mra. Ada F. Heald haa returned from
A nit because he Is anxious to live In a rent.
Dr. Orin Stevens of Oxford passed of
words, and having various sounds the Hebron Sanatorium and ia looking
All alone with a neat, pleasant, bachelor
with Geo. E. Stephens.
Sunday
to
children.
In
a
trouble
are
heart,
gent.
much improved in health.
Where all of his time will be nsefully spent.
"ea" has the broad sound of "a" in
West Sumner.
Mre. F. W. Palmer has returned from
With mating and thinking harmoniously
in great, the sound "a" in fate; a Lewiaton
father;
blent.
hospital and ia much better.
Mrs. Efiie Bonney, whose health is in
near, the Bound of long "e;" in death,
(Omtttlnjr those journeys from Alx unto Ghent
A
troupe ia to play Uncle Tom'e Cabin
Which too much excitement to lite would very poor, is visiting with relatives in the sound of short "e;" in learn, the
in the place on July 23d.
have lent.)
this village. Her many friends hope for
sound of "u" in fur, etc. Slight changes
···*··
Very few bave finished baying.
her speedy recovery.
this
confusion.
would remedy
Now, at |>eace. In a state quite In line with his
Ruth Farrar of South Paris is spending
Board
the
If
Oickvale.
bent
Simplified Spelling
In a smooth-surfaced life without ever a dent, a week with her cousin, Gladys Young. would issue a small
dictionary, embodyErastus T. Abbott of Livermore Falls
To the cheerful emotions he'l1 dare to give
Fred Farrar still continues to have
ing a change in the spelling of ten or was in this place calling on relativea and
vent,
very bad spells caused by a weak heart. twenty
thousand
words, their form friends laat week.
(Up to date, to their brink Is as far as he
is
in
Mrs.
Alvin
health
Gerry
very poor
went)
would gradually be adopted and the end
Wesley Wyman has gone to Leeda to
Since for jov and contentment he's sure he was and is not able to work
desired attained.
meant
aee hie father.
Frank Young and Eugene Smith are
And lots of the same In his bosom are pent!
Mra. Wealey Wyman doea not gain as
helping D. D. Small get hie bay.
So.
West Bethel.
faat aa ber frienda would like to have
Geo. A. Chandler was at work on a
Now, he's all smiles
And sweet camel-eon wile*.
her.
scaffold in his barn stowing hay last
"Summer sweetness every where,
89 MARKET
Rones blooming, berries bright—
Mrs. Leroy Biabee la able to ride out
Another gift wax accompanied with Monday when he etepped through a hole
Luscious berries, 'yond comparenow.
these verse» which seem to sum up the in the floor which was covered with hay,
MAINS]
Waft their odor oil the air.
PARIS.
Simeon Morrill is haying for C. J. SOUTH
and fell 18 feet to the barn floor.
WarHow they tempt one's appetite !"
cause of the trouble:
Tracy.
ren Lothrop
was in the barn with him.
There Is a man In our town ;
"He can't go to chur b, 'cause the weather's so
H. O. Rowe and O. O. Tracy are exIt was found that Mr. Chandler had cut
He has a mansion of reuown.
hot,'
W Ith several rooms, a garden spot.
a gash over one eye which had to have
changing work baying.
But be Amis bis way to the big circus lot,
Front door, w th knocker and what not.
is
Sol's
If
it waa not quite ao late in the evenhow
fierce
No matter
ray;
two stitches taken in it, and was badly
will cause Mm much
The seat In a
I would tell a ghost story.
A statrcase grand, that's famed afar,
bruised.
ing
His spectacles were broken But of circus pew boards he'll never pain.
pine
complain,
Its cost has put It above par
but fortunately the glass did not enter
Because he's just built that way."
This man a genius Is, 'tis known.
his eyes.
Weft Lovell.
He's palnte·!, papered, and there's growu
Beautiful weather.
Mrs. Bolus, wife of the peddler, and
Dr. Allen and wife of Lovell village
From crudeness and chaotic space
Dogdaye are drawing near.
two
who
have
been
children,
This most attractive homey plac \
boarding
Grasshoppers are doing much damage and Frank Buzzell and wife are occupyHe's gold du«t used and scrubbed and oiled, with Mrs. Frank Young, went Tuesday
ing G. W. Andiewa' upper cottage with
to garden vegetables.
He's cleaned and varnished, sure he's tolled. to board with Mrs. Charles Starbird.
Mrs. G. A. Grover and Mrs. E. J. Bell him.
And con amort hi· the will
Η. Β. T. Chandler, who is a student at
There are several new additiona to
are in poor health.
We see results and praise his skill.
Bowdoin College, will spend his vacation
He's borrowed too, from many a friend—
Mrs. L. E. Allen and daughter Ethel the Veith'a cottage.
at Kittery Point.
He has obtained a
Mra. V. H. McAllister was taken
Quite ready him their goods to lend.
visited relatives in Groveton, Ν. H., last
situation there as conductor on the elecseverely ill July 12th, but· is better.
week.
From irarret and from wood-shed, too.
trics that run from Kittery to PortsCast-off old things he's made like new,—
While eome are baying others are hoe- Mrs. John Seavey ia caring for her.
The auction and the cracker box,
month, Ν. H.
Mine Charlotte Kingman of South
and all are busily employed.
ing,
The jnasterplece genius unlocks.
Samuel Irish of Brockton, Mass., was
Mr. and Mrs. Vinal McLean of Cam- Waterford is viaiting at John A. Fox'a.
We come to-night In frlendl/ guise,
visiting friends in town last week.
Mias Emma Abbott and Allie Buck of
have been visiting relaW'kmI will, good cheer read In our eyes,
A. S. Barrows of East Sumner is bridge, Mass.,
Norway visited in tbe place last week.
tives and friends bore.
House warming Is to us delight.
and
for
Mrs.
M.
painting
hanging paper
Merton A. Lord ia haying for D. W.
So here we are on our Invite.
G. L. Allen, who is here from KenneSouth Paris, Maine.
A. Heald.
Mr. Barrows is a famous
We thoujrht It wise to bring a bite.
bunk for bis health, seems to be improv- Nichola.
house decorator.
A. K. Lord and aon Clarence will do
For breaking bread Is friendly quite.
ing.
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. DeCosta of South
And If we leave some tokens here
Two four-horse teams are hauling N. Fox'a baying.
Of odds and ends, don't think it queer.
Paris were in town Monday.
hard wood lumber from Albany .to this
The mansion sure must furnished be
station for the Paris Manufacturing Co.
It has been discovered that tbe south
For comfort and for many a tea.
Oxford.
Amos K. Scribner of Gorbam, Ν. H., bower of the historic and beautiful old
Tbe man, hi* mansion, here we toast,
Mrs Louise Richmond has been very
Uood luck, long life, t' our genial host.
and
visited his brother
other relatives in King's Chapel at Bowdoin was struck by
C- F. H.
sick with appendicitis.
It is hoped this
last week.
village
lightning during one of tbe recent storms.
Too much praise cannot be bestowed that an operation will not be needed.
Miss Lena Farwell of this town has The etone work was considerably damagMrs. Rice received a telegram that her taken the
upon Mr. Winslow for the exceedingly
place of Miss Mina Tyler in ed, it being estimated that repairs will
artistic manner in which he has improv- father, Mr. Ralph Gay, was dangerously the Dennison store and post office.
require tbe expenditure of about #1,000.
sick
and
was aet expected to live.
She
ed and decorated his rooms, and all
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan P. Dennison have rhis is the seoond time the building bas
left
the
on
late
train
Saturday evening as guests their son Charles and wife, been a target for lightning, a bolt hitting
weut home with
most sincere good
wishes for the health and digestion of for Vermont.
their grandson Harlan, and Miss M. M. the north tower seven or eight years ago.
Cornelia
Jenkins
of
Mechanic Falls Irish.
the hunt whom they had "held-up and
rhe damage at that time was almost
has
been
in
relatives
town.
visiting
The Percy Lumber Co. have set up a identical with that sustained in the
saud-bagged" to their heart's conten
Mrs.
Geo.
Andrewe
of
Portland
was
understood
to
who
is
atill
be
and
eating
engine near the railway station, present instance.
here last «reek on account of the Illness gasoline
where hard wood logs are being cut into
angel cake and deviled ham three times of her
Finest Location and
sister, Mrs. Louise Richmond.
and canned
a day, with assorted jam
short blocks for bobbins, and are sent
LONG LIVE THE KING!
Rev. J. W. Smith of Portland preachfrom here to Auburn.
soup totween meals, and working nights
FALL TERM OPENS SEPT. 9, 1907.
is the popular cry throughout European
ed at the M. E. church Sunday.
to catch up.
Allow m to arrange a course for yon and after graduation place you In a position. Out of
countries : while in America, theory of
Andrew Hayes from the west visited
Hundred and Twenty ciMla for help the paat year we could only (upply 154.
Denmark.
the present day is "Long live Dr. King's Three
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Hayes,
North Paris.
The 1907 Catalogue· are now ready. Send ror one. Addreaa
New Discovery, King of Throat and
last
week.
Mr.
Ernest
Ingalls, although reported
Mr. and Mrs. Granville Fe't of Wood*
28-36
BLISS BUSINESS
Mrs. Elvira Dunn and daughter Julia as comfortable, is still very siek at this Lung Remedies!" of which Mrs. Julia
Lewieton, Maine.
stock visited her sister, Mrs. Twitched.
of Portland are at their home in Poland. writing, July 19.
Ryder Paine, Truro, Mass., says: "It
and
little
Edward·
Mrs. Charles
daughMarried July 5, by Rev. Frederick
Mr. Fred Sanborn is cutting the bay : lever fails to give Immediate relief and
ter, Marjorie, visited at her father'·,
Newport, Mr. Walter C. Bray and Miss at the Wyman Harnden place, Eaat :o quickly cure a cough or cold." Mr*.
America Andrews', recently.
Paine's opinion is shared by a majority
of Mechanic Falls. Fryeburg.
The directors of the Prentiss Library Sarah E. Farrington
Mrs. Geo. Woodard, daughter of Mr. >f tbe Inhabitants of this country. New
Marjorie Lebroke fell and broke her
Association held a meeting at J. 6.
MY
and Mrs. Edwin Pingree, died very sud- Discovery cures weak lungs and sore I AM NOW IN
Crawford's. Voted to have new cata- arm when running to meet ber father.
denly in Phillips, July 14, and was :hroata after all other remedies have
logues for the library which now conEast Brownfleld.
brought to this place for burial the 17th. 11 'ailed ; and for coughs and colds it's the
sists of 1029 volumes.
sure cure.
Guaranteed by F. A.
The Congregational Circle gave a sup- Mr. and Mrs. Pingree and Rev. Mr. inly
Harrison Littiehalo is at work for M.
■ ihurtleff &
A FEW STEPS FROM MAIN.
Co., druggists. SO cents and
D. Dow of West Sumner.
per at Bradbury Hall last Wednesday Woodard have the sympathy of their 1
many friends and neighbors in their 11.00. Trial bottle free.
Rev. Seth Benson has sold his farm to night. About $12 was received.
has been fitted up and enlarged bo as to be more attractive and conWhich
Dr. and Mrs. W. G. Stick ney of Bever- bereavement.
Arthur Abbott.
venient for customers, and which enables me to db Better Work, and More
Here la Belief fer Wcawa.
Mr. Chas. Perkins is caring for Ernest
Mr. Tyler has sold his farm to Meisra. ly, Mass., are being entertained at the
than heretofore. Call and look the rooms over and see samples of the
Promptly
If
have
In
the
Bladbeck, Urlneir,
yon
palaa
Ingalls nights, and Steve Jewett, Jr., 1er or
Beck 1er and Chamberlain of Woodstock. Stickney homestead.
Along with my regular work, I do Developing and
Kidney trouble, and want a cerufn. pleee- Latest Styles in Photos.
Miss Florenoe Goodrich of Biddeford
Georgia Gatcbell spent last Saturday days.
nt herb eon for woman's Ilia, try Mother
Free Use of Dark Room for
for amateur·, and do It as It should be.
Finishing
Mrs.
Geo.
W.
and
Mrs.
Kate
<
Gray
in Portland.
Iray'a AwatralUa-Leaf. It u a safe and those w£o wish to do their own work.
lus been visiting Mrs. Fred Lowe.
> lever.faUlof monthly regulator. At DnugUU
Sanborn
visited
a
Paria
(aw
South
days j
Jenni· Trawl has been visiting at
The Graves family of Boston «re at

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
Stores, {ÏS?F™'· J Maine.
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SUMMER STORE—PARIS HILL.
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Frank A. Robbins'
New and greatest all-feature shows will exhibit

Grounds—South

Fair

at

Paris--Norway,

Tuesday, July
A free

23

leaping the gap at the show lot after the parade.

S. RICHARDS, South Paris.
Optical Specialist

since 1890.

Haying Tools

Ν.

Dayton Bolster & Co.'s. A Host of Clowns That Cater to a Nation

Scythes, Rakes, Snaths, Drag

Rakes and Forks

prices.
The

at

lowest

corrigated solid steel

scythe, fully warranted, $1.00.
The

celebrated India steel

scythe, 75c.,

are our

Whose inimitable

The Greatest Hippodrome Races of History.
Most

Surprising

millennium.

A Grand

igo.

Rain

p. m.

Free Street Parade,

10

a.

animal

or

shine.

m.

Daily.

$1.50.

Everything

in

summer

wearables for

men

H. B. FOSTER,
One Price Clothier,

Norway, Maine.

COMFORT SHOES.

of comfort shoes for both
house and street wear. See following list :

We make

a

specialty

Women's welt lace

boots, plain toe,
$2.50
2.00
lace boots, plain toe,
Women's turn lace boots, cap toe,
2.00
Women's McKay sewed lace boots, plain toe, 1.50
Women's Juliet welt boots, plain toe,
2.00
Women's Juliet turn boots, patent tip,
1.50
Women's Juliet turn boots, plain toe,-.
1.35
Women's Oxfords turn, cap toe,
ΐ·5°
Women's Oxfords turn, plain toe,
ΐ·5°
Women's Slippers turn, plain toe,
1-25

Equipment.

Women's

NOTICE.

NEW STUDIO ON DEERING STREET

Mrs. Frank Poore's.

and 8

hot days. A large
cassimers in many
shades.
Coats made without linings and
with haircloth front and padded shoulders
The trousgiviner them permanent shape.
ers are made with belt
loops and cutis at
bottom. All grades from $5 to $10. Outing
trousers from $2 to $3.50.
White duck
trousers for $t.
White and fancy vests in
washable fabrics $1.50 to $3.
White duck
hais 25c. A full line of straw hats 25c. to

COLLEGE,

J

performances—2

cunning

Thin outing suits for the
showing of worsteds and

A. HOWE,

REMOVAL

2

acting

An

Hot Weather Clothes.

At our "Trimmed Hats" at
greatly reduced prices.

Strongest Faculty, Largest Attendance,

in cute,

Species,

leaders.

LOOK
E.

Beasts of Many

and curious antics to charm the children.

SQUARS1,

MRS.

of popular games, prominent
fools and follies make people

burlesque

people's fads and fashions,
fall off their seats.

N. Dayton Bolster & Go.,

their cottage, Ha Rett

Original Dust Absorber.

The

turn

The above lines are the most comfortable footwear made to-day.
Call
We carry a full line, all sizes 3 to 8, Ε and EE width.
and

see

them.

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Opera House Block, Norway, Maine,
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Mrs. South wick has been visiting rela
tives and friends in this vicinity for the
past two weeks.

•^•^jsvV-ssa ssa

■

sôutFpabis.

^

Mass., drove

Lunt in Montvllle.

-·

to

Bridgton last Tuesday,

start,

description

lightning

of which would sound
tame, because it has been given so many
times before. It was the worst of the
season, and one of the severest ever seen
any

**Goin't' the circus? 1 am. 'Twon'
CHUHCHM.
be but—let's see, one, two, three days
n^reif^tlon»! Church, Rev. Α. Κ. Bald now." That's the
way the boys ar
1
Preaching eervlce, 10:46 A.
Miss Muriel Bowker entertained « here.
•"', !'"hilli*·; Vespère 4.30 P. M.; Y.P. reckoning.
number of her girl friends at a lawn
»B° * Γ,, ρ *■ Church prayer meeting WedA maple shade tree in front of the
;
S. c.k
Mrs.
not
«»
other
and
ι
o'clock.
two
„,ηΛι Τ
AU,
Jeffrey Hardy
daughter party Saturday afternoon. Games wert house of P. E. Wheeler on Porter Street,
will move Wednesday to Haverhill played and refreshments served, and the
which had been injured in its early life,
Mass where they will in futnre maki eternal feminine speaks in the serious re- was blown over
MIV morula* prayer meeting 10.Ό0 A.
by the first gust of wind.
°·" Mn -' U rvke lo «5 a.
Sabbath School their home.
port of one of the little midges, "We all Further than this, no damage was done
P^ v^rth League Meetlmt 8 00 p. M ;
took our work."
in
Paris
South
Charles A. Gray and family of Soutl
except to keep quite a
evening 7 3«; cUu.
are with the family
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Crockett have portion of the populace in terror. It is
Mass.,
Framingham,
Wallace Cheebro.
Rev. J
of hi* father, William L. Gray, for a twe recently returned from a visit to their said that some trees were struck in the
servie» 10:45 a.
./ι Minilay. preaching
near vicinity of the village. The electric
«:» P. weeks' vacation.
M. ; Y- Ê-S.C. Β
daughter, Mrs. C. A. Record of Abing- car
Pni
*
was stalled near the creamery on its
..mutine 7 <*> P· *·; Wednesday evenwho with her family is octon,
Mass.,
The
the
Delta
entertained
ώ.»»
Alphas
the 8:15 trip to Norway, and the electric
Berean Club at a picnic supper at Pen cupying a cottage at Bridgton for
in
Ernest P. Crockett and Miss lights went out of commission early
ley's Grove Thursday evening, and all summer.
the game. The Saturday night trade at
Ethel
are now on a visit there.
Crockett
stores, which was brisk, came to a sud^' Ιι,ο,,;Γ.atat 127 P.m.M. Jonior i'"·'®11 a* SA) had a very pleasant time.
Charles Caswell died early Saturday den stop.
Lots of South Paris people turned out
The
at the age of 60 years.
STATKU MKKT1S08.
to see the Bobbins circus train, which morning,
During and after the shower, which
funeral Sunday afternoon was held in the lasted for an hour or thereabouts, the
Lodge, No. 94. Ke«ular went
ν
north about halfthrough
going
or
full
on
before
moon.
L.n Τ '·»>' -venlng
open air at his former home, attended light of three fires in different directions
Mount Mica Lodge. regular meet- past nix Saturday morning.
'·
by Rev. A. K. Baldwin, with singing by was plainly visible, and from the hill
Τ
Γ*
IV evening of each week—Aurora
Mit»
Clara May Xeedham, who ha« Miss Grace Thayer and Mr. George A. above Western Avenne four could be
third Monday evening.
been on a visit to her auut, Mrs. Ander- Briggs.
There were a good number seen. Reports of so many fires have
No.
"V;4 ι- m i>uat Pleaaan* Rebekah Lodge,
left Tuesday for a week's visit in present. He leaves a widow, Mrs. Eunioe been
traveling through the community
^ omt and fourth Friday. o7 each son,
and
Hanover
Bumford
Falls.
Caswell.
*
since, that if they were all oorrect the
w κ.'WmbaUPo·», No. 14S. meeu
of light
''Terrible hot" last week, but there
The Baptist, Congregational and M. sky would have been one glare
evenings of each
As far as can be
never was a better week for haying in
E. Sunday Schools have decided to have Saturday evening.
*·?'; !, "k'n'iball Circle. Ladle, of the G A. the world. And most of the farmers are a union picnic at Penley's Grove next learned, the actual fires in this vicinity
n.l '.btrd Saturday evening» ol
are as follows:
getting pretty nearly a record crop.
Thursday. The committee have planned
m Grand Ann! Hall.
Farm buildings of Leonard A. Carter,
e*'h f
a ball game and other sports during the
ir(B Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
Dr. J. G. Littletield was visited ovei
with
!·'-·. ,1 thirl Saturday during the
If all ti^r to make the day a suc- North Norway, entirely destroyed,
day.
to
his
·. ;,e year, meet, every Satti&y.
brother, John J. Little- cess we shall have a
tons
Sunday by
time. one horse, three hogs, hens,-twenty
grand
good
of
Portland.
Littletield
is
Mr.
of
held,
Tbe committees of hay, all the farming tools and part
Come one, come all.
-Second and fourth Monday, of
city solicitor for the New England Tele- from the different schools aro
the furniture.
Loss -about $2500, in«*
requested surance
; ;V -Stony Brook Lodge. So. 181, phone Co.
$1000.
to meet at Dr. Buck's office to-night at
AO·', fourth Wednesday evening.
„ w«con
Barn and stable of Samuel J. WbitteMrs. Herbert L. Whitman and little 7:30.
more
of
meett
every
Hebron, together with forty tons
p.-Hamlin Lo.lge.No 31.
daughter Imogen of Ayer, Mass., are
There will be the usual service at the of hay, some pigs, hens, and farming
I'ythlan HalL
visiting Mr. Whitman's parents, Mr. and Universaliet church next Sunday at 10:45 tools.
The horses and cattle were saved.
Mrs. Leonard Whitman. Mr. Whitman
\lb<?r! Μ 'rse lias gone on the street
a. m.
Sunday School at 12. Tbis is Mr. Whittemore reckons his loss at
will
in
a few days.
his
join
family
conductor.
railnnul ^
the closing service before the August 92600, with insurance of $1000.
T. S. Barnes and family returned last vacation, and if the contributors feel
The buildings in Poland of the late
ujSJl i).>ris Culbert is visiting Mr. and
Mas*. week from their stay at Dudley Cottage, disposed to pay parr or all of the pledgee Zachariah Frank, with several cows,
Mrs. Frt*<> A Jackson in Melrose,
Locke's Mills, and on Saturday went to for August, it will help tbe treasurer of horses, pigs, and other stook.
Loss
Mrs. Ti ter Kane and youngest daugh- Peak's Island, where they will spend the the parish to meet some expenses which about $4000, with $2000 insurance.
in
last
Lewiston
visited
The
next
ter
summer
as
come
that
remainder
of
the
usual.
due
month.
Gladys,
regular
Buildings of Charles V. Tenney at
week.
service will be Sunday, Sept. 1st, when Mechanic Falls, with twenty tons of
The ladies of the Congregational Cir- all the
regular meetings will be resum- hay, farming tools, Jfcc. The stock was
Miss Η·"<· Murphy is the guest of her cle will have a food sale at the etore of
ed. The list of leaders in the Y. P. C. saved. Loss $5,000, partly insured.
in Green- C. W. Bowker
The
27th.
sister. Mrs. Walter Penley,
Saturday, July
U. posted for July will be the list for
At Bethel the gale tore holes in the
*ood.
sale will begin at 3 o'clock. All memFrank A. Bobbins circus tent, and a
September.
food
before
to
bers
are
bring
requested
\rc!ii l'arlin and Master Guy Cul-,
portion of it collapsed. The crowd rush3 o'clock.
KINO DISTRICT.
(H-rt were at Camp Owsley. Harrison,
ed from the tent and many of them took
last week.
Charles B. Elder and family of MaiFred Hall is working for Charles Kim- shelter in the covered bridge near by.
In the crowd Mrs. Fannie Mercier was
\1 -Ired Ham of Portland is mak- den, Mass., arrived in town last week, ball.
her uncle's, and will for the rest of the summer
frightened by the sudden appearance of
and
ing a tw.· weeks' visit at
work
for
CanWell
is
at
Fred
Allen
forthe elephante and camels of the circus
occupy the house on Main Street
JoMi'h Jones'.
Thibodeau.
Mr.
Elder's
which had been started for the train,
mother,
merly occupied by
Circus day Tuesday. Of course you Mrs. Boxanna Elder.
Bessie Mason has gone to Boeton with and died shortly afterwards from the efwill havi t<> go to take the children, if
fects of the fright. She had been subMrs. Eben Kilborn took Mrs. Wilson's her uncle and aunt.
fur no )tbor reason.
ject to attacks of heart disease. Several
choir
last
Sunthe
in
Uuiversalist
cut
has
the
to
place
grass
Llewellyn Cotton
other women fainted, but no other
Mrs H G. Fletcher visite*! Mr. and day and Mrs. Wilson took Mrs. Penfold's on three farms this season.
serious damage was done.
Cobb of Portland for a few place at the organ. Mrs. Kilborn has a
Mrs
Haying is progressing nicely. Farmers
sweet voice and is always much eujoyed
jays the past week.
Co. D Men Win as Usual.
are getting some tine hay and a lot of it.
,l..hn W. Webber is in the Cen- by those who hear her.
In the state shoot of the Maine
Mrs. Nellie Thibodeaa made her sister, National Guard at
General Hospital in Lewiston
tral M
Mrs. C. A. Bessey, Miss Lenora BesAugusta Thursday
Μ γη. Will Mason, α short visit this week. and
for surgical treatment.
Friday, the riflemen of Co. D, from
sey and Miss Edith M. Watkius of StoneMrs. Mason went home with her for a
since
some
ten
came
and
South
Paris, distinguished
days
Norway
The Ν ;«ay and Paris Street Railway ham, Mass.,
short visit.
themselves as usual. In the company
the polM and stringing the to speod most of the summer at Mrs. L.
, Mtl
and
Mrs.
week
on Thursday, Co. D was the
This
shoot
team
Morton's.
C.
they
wires for the street lights.
Base Ball.
winner for the First Regiment, with a
Morton are all at Camp Concord.
Mr> Addison Tirrell, who has been in
score of 884 against 375 by the nearest
W.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Frothingham
George
some
and Connecticut for
rival team.
WEST PARIS β; SOUTH PAKIB 5.
of Portland are spending their vacation
months, returned to her home
In the regimontal team shoot on Friwith relatives and friends in Oxford
Thursday.
day, the First Regiment won over the
South Parie went to West Paris Satur- Second
County. They were at South Paris Sunby a score of 1059 to 1588.
Mr. and Mrs. Η. K. Chase of Lynn, day, and are now at the cottage of Harry
day afternoon and was defeated. After Seven of the ten members of the First
and Buruham on Pennesseewassee Lake.
relatives
Mass. recently visited
a good lead in the early part of
j
getting
Regiment team were from Co. D. as
thus eujoying a
frieuds hereabout»,
South Paris was beaten by follows:
Mrs. Η. E. Wilson has been visited the game,
Capt. J. Waldo Nash, First
week's outing.
in the eighth inning.
Lieut. Moses P. Stiles, First Sergt. W.
for two weeks by her brother, Charles Cole's weakening
tine
he
had
pitched
Miss May Bennett of Paris Hill h*·· M. Cole, who is a stenographer in the Up to this inning
P. Marston, Lieut. L. Π. Daughraty,
held West Parie to three
charge of tbe central office of tlie Citi-, office of the Hawks Electrical Co., Bos- ball and had
ΟΟΓ|ζί. Γ χ· ο w au, vut|/utai ο. KJ. iun«.·
the
week
last
As
said
hits.
scattered
Co. during the absence ton. and his frieud Mr. Cunnel, who is in
aDd Corporal T. M. TwitcLell.
West Paris team has been changed a
f M:
istiuan.
the same office. They returned SaturCapt. J. Waldo Nash of Co. D won the
and is
two
within
deal
weeks,
great
offered by the National Rifle
medal
day.
vacation
a
is
Λ f State··
taking
growing stronger with every game. Association of America for having the
Co.
&
Shurtleff
F.
A
m
-tore
of
in
the South Paris made a bad mistake in allowfr
A stalk of foxglove which was
highest aggregate score for the First
Mrs. Stereos are visiting rela- show window at Grace Thayer's for a
Hi- ar
ing Cole to pitch the whole game. With Regiment.
Turner.
and
Bucktield
attifmuch
attracted
with
the
team
last
week
Bethel,
few days
another first class pitcher
The state team, largely made up of
tention. It was from the grounds of they should have used him for at least
Mrs. Ueorge F. Eastman ami
members of Co. D, has gone to Wakesevenand
contained
in
his
K.
Morton,
four innings, as Cole
present physi- field, Mass., to participate in the New
Marie !>ol!iver are spending a short va-' George
blossoms and buds, white delicate- cal condition cannot pitch a full game
cati'.n with the family of Dr. Hubbard j ty-six
England shoot there this week.
with
without tiring.
purple.
»'
eir cottage on the shore of Kezar ly variegated
West Paris, Brakeman Killed at Rumford Falls.
for
box
in
was
the
Delano
Pond.
While engaged in work at the street
it canstation on and while succeeding in winning,
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Hilton, who have railroad's prospective power
not be said that he pitched a very strong
last
afternoon,
here
FROM
river
Thursday
FALLS
the
MILLETT
A.
arrivbeen in Bingham several months,
in- GEOROK
game. He was wild in the first two
was overcome by the
ed
South Paris Thursday and opened GiliiKtu EI. Penley
TRAIN AND IS RUN OVER.
and South Paris' three runs in
nings
taken
be
home,
he had to
their heme, and will remain here for the heat so that
these innings were due to bis basée on
and has required the services of a
present.
balls, and the batters that he hit He
but
time
that
at
not
George A. Millett, brakeman on a
only
physician,
settled down after this and held South
Misse* Leona and Bertha I'enley of later.
train on the Rangeley division of
freight
inseven
last
in
the
runs
two
Paris to
We-c Paris visited here a few days last
the Maine Central, was killed Monday
that
hereabouts
known
is
It
generally
nings.
w«'k, and on their return were accomforenoon of last week near Rumford
•J. P. Richardson is a "star" fisherman.
With one out in the first inning, Cole Falls. He was brakeman on a special
panied by Misses Ruby and Rose Clark To
he
hold
Hebbard
this
a
make
good,
bit
was
ball,
reputation
pitched
by
for a few days' visit.
freight which left Rumford Falls going
has been showing three brook trout scratched a single, putting Cole on third,
north, and had been seen sitting on tho
1Tuesday, Mrs. Wirt Stanley in com- which he caught from one of hie many Lowell and Wheeler drew passes forcing forward car of the train, with his feet
Ε.
H.
Mrs.
and
pati? with her grandmother,
they are Cole in with a run,. Spring hit to Shaw
favorite trout holes,
resting on the tender. When the train
• uiuinings, of Paris Hill, made a trip to beauties
too, weighing nearly three and Hebbard was thrown out at the reached the
gravel pit, where it stopped
a
with
Turn.τ and visited Mr. and Mrs. Albert pounds.
plate, Titcomb closed the inning
for water, hie body was discovered by
in
out
was
Ninth, of that place.
Paris
West
to Emery.
the conductor when be stepped off the
Mrs. II. C. Anderson, who has been fly
with one out,
While the family of X. D. Bolster are visiting relatives here for a few weeks, order. In the second,
train. It was apparent that Millett had
a pitched ball, Shaw
hit
was
Kawson
by
fallen from the train, and it is thought
spending ;» vacation at Old Orchard, returned Tuesday to her home in Proviwas out at
Rawson
and
to
Delano
hit
Mrs Julia Hammond, now of Berlin,
that the ten cars of which the train was
dence, Κ. I., and was accompanied by
was safe on R. Shaw's error,
Cole
second,
Π is keeping house for Morton
made up all ran over him. No one saw
Ε. N. Anderson, who will spend a short
F. Shaw, Cole
Uebbard
scoring
singled,
wLm remains at home.
in
Provihim fall, and the reason of the fall is
vacation with his son's family
third and scored on a pass ball.
Anderson accompanied reached
Mrs.
only conjecture. A coroner's jury re!'
in
the
Richardson has had his piazza dence.
first
run
its
scored
West Paris
turned a verdict of accidental death.
as Portland, where she will
I
«cre.-ned in. The work was done by L them as far
was
Billings
singled, I Millett was a young unmarried man,
bit,
fourth. Emery
returns.
H. Daughraty, and is one of the best remain uutil her husband
Ridlon flied to Titcomb, who doubled up whoso home was in East Cambridge,
also hit to Titjobs we have ever seen of the kiwi. Also
The Lynn (Mass.) Item gives an in- Billings at first, Bowker
Mass. His parents came from that place
other improvements have been made
of a surprise party comb who let the ball get by him and and took
description
teresting
charge of his remains.
I
•bout the house.
to James
scored, Bowker was out trying to
a
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Deunison's father, H. P. Denni»"u, aïs.· to meet Mr. Dennieou's broth
•r. <
P. Dennis».η
The latter, who
n-*s f,,r «orne time been teaching in
western <)regoD, has been recently mar1
u; ! w'!h his bride is now on a visit
,.
to his parents.

Miss Hilda Chandler celebrated her
thirteenth birthday Tuesday afternoon
1
a
party at which several of her
young friends were guests. Icecream
ami cake, peanuts, etc., were served for
refreshment, and it was a merry party,
toe guests present were
Misses Nora
Bertha Wight, Clara Kerr, Arne ( rock,,,.,
Lillian Powers, Muriel

Jtoobam,

on

Kussell

at the North Station in Boston.

greater surprise perhaps could
scarcely be imagined than that given last
Saturday eveuiDg to Mr. and Mrs. T. M.
Davis, on the occasion of the fifteenth
Quite a
anniversary of their wedding.
large company of their friends suddenly
appeared on the scene with bappv greetto
ings and hearty good will. Needless
was spent which
say, a pleasant evening
N.
T.
culminated to a point when Rev.
a
Kewley in a happy speech presented
handsome rug, in memory of the ocas a token of their esteem
; casion, and
and good will. In accepting the gift.
A
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j against this threatening peat.

X0 oeata.

present

High Street. It is a seven-room house
^ tbe store in good repair and will be sold at a barShe also
ae at ooe gain to the right purchaser.
has a lot of household furniture for sale,
and
an
Estey
among which is a range
.od1 two
organ. For further particulars inquire
visiting ber people at Freine
of Mrs. Burbank, Corner Pleasant and
{ew weeks.
30
are at her Church Street·.
d
Mre. M. L. K.mbau

were: ONE LOT SKIRTS, good quality In$1.08
dian head, trimmed with folda, were
♦2.49, sale price
$1.98
$2.50, sale price
ONE LOT in lingerie, Persian and dotted Swiss, many styles, were $1.08, ONE LOT SKIRTS, extra heavy Indian
$1.49
sale price
head, trimmed with three inch biaa
$2.19
were $*2.98, sale price
in
small
folds,
figONE LOT several styles,
ures,

sale

plain
price

and

dotted,

were

....

91.49, ONE LOT SKIRTS, fine linen, trimmed
98c |
with bias folds, were $3.60, sale price
$2 75

Shirt Waist Suits.

ONE LOT SKIRTS, pure linen, four
graduated bias folds, were $4.98, sale

ONE LOT SUITS, white, good quality
price
lawn, tucked skirt and waist, were
ONE LOT WASH
11.98
sale
♦2.98,
price
ONE LOT SUITS, white, dotted Swiss,
12.98
were $4.50, sale price

styles,
price

were

$2.98

SKIRTS, several
$1.49, $1.75, $1 Θ8, sale
98c

Children's Dresses.

LOT SUITS, fine white India
linon, prettily trimmed with lace and ONE LOT in voiles and linens, several
styles, were $2.75 and $2.98, sale price
hambnrg, skirt has deep tucked

ONE

THOMAS SMILEY,
Norway, Maine.

interested in boating on the lake. It is
the handiwork of Mr. Perrault
and does him much credit. It is truly a
and promises to be one of the

Union Underwear

requeeted to make pay_

FRANK E. AKERS.

We are
selling "Union Suits" and
^people who want Comfort
and Fit are purching them.
The

eststn of
SUMNER SESSIONS, late of Woodstock.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given I
NOTICE.
All persons hsvlng
bonds as tbe law directs.
he
demands against the estate of said deceased
The subecrlber hereby gives notice that
arc desired to present the same for settlement, has been duly appointed administrator of the
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make estate of
uavment Immediately.
HENRY ABBOTT, late of Andover,
A. MONT CHASE.
July 16th, 1907.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All uersons having
bonde ae the law directs.
demande against the estate of said deceased are
for settlement, ana
same
desired to present the
It quickly and permanently cures Eczema, all Indebted thereto are requested to make payall
and
Sunburn,
ment Immediately.
Itching Piles, Burns, Cuts,
FRANK E.
skin diseases, after all other remedies fall. At
July leth, 1907.
druggists, 50c. Sample by mail, 10c. Cur-XNOTICE.
30-33
Zema Co Watervliet, Ν. Y.
she
The subecrlber h'reby glvee notice that
laet
has been duly appointed executrix of the
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
of
....
WHEREAS Mary A. Bacon, of Buckflell, In will and testament
late of Parle,
SIMON R.
the county of Cxfoid and jtate of Maine, by lier
of Oxford, deceased. All persons
mortgage deed, dated the 7th day of September, In the County
the eetate of said dea
D. 1906, and recorded lj Oxford Bcglstry of having demands against
settleare desired to preeent the same for
Deedf>, book 297, page 112, conveyed to me, the ceasedand
are requested to
thereto
all indebted
ment,
undersigned, certain real estate sltusted In the make
Immediate)*.
psvment
«...ta
as
town of Buckfleld, aforesaid, and bounded
CHARLOTTE E. ELLIS.
July 10th, 1907.
follows, to wit: Situated In the village of Buckfleld, In said town of Rucklleld, and being the
homestead place of said Bacon, bounded on the
north bv the road leading from said Buckfleld
on
two adults and
Board
village to Hall's bridge, on the east by land of
Hannah Damon and Wallace Tuttle, on the south
in the town
location
on
farm
a
on
or
and
land
by Charles Holland's property
Adthe west by road leading to E. Hebron from said of
state lowest terms.
vlllnge and also a lot or parcel of land known as
Democrat
the intervale lot, bounded as follows, on the
north and east by the Nezlnscot river, and on 29-30
the south by the road from Buckfleld village to
TOWN NOTICE.
Hall's bridge and on the west by land of 7. W.
Shaw.
If you have a bill agilnst the town, cither high
And, wherenp, the condition of said mortgage I way or poor account, the Selectmen ask you to
has been broken, now therefore, by reason of
vour account at once to the Selectman
the breach of the condition thereof I claim a present section of
in your
foreclosure of said mortgage.
^ pAR18
Norway, Me July 19th, 1907.
South Parle, July 1,1907'
EUGENE F. SMITH.

the lake.
The fifty foot steel bridge near Hagwas comgett's shop on Cottage Street
on

last week.
pleted Wednesday of has
secured

Parie,
dress, Boarder,

regiment

rifle team as surgeon.
Hal Eaton and wife are stopping with
Mrs.
Mrs. Eaton's parents, Mr. and
Charles H. Sargent.
of
Mr. and Mrs. George M. McDonald,

Union Suits
COMFORM TO EVERY CURVE OF THE BODY
PERHAPS
AND FIT JUST LIKE YOUR SKIN.
YOU WOULD LIKE TO LOOK WITHOUT BUYING? YOU MAY IF YOU CARE.

child,

Office.

Prices $1 and $1.50.
J.

F. PLUMMER,
31 Market

BARGAINS.
SUITS
$9.98,

THAT HAVE BEEN

*

MuÎc

15.00, 17.00, 18.00,

$13.50,

Now $5.98

$19.00,

20.CO,

22.00,

$24.00,

The skirts alone

I am selling a black arc! yellow string net for 75 cents.
Close
Other colors, finer mesh for $1.00, $(.io and $1.35.
All leather nets from $1.50
woven nets from 65c. to $1.50.
Have your horse fitted to one.
to $1.75.

23.00

JAMES N. FAVOR,

25.00, 30.00

cheap

are

Telephone 106*3.

18.50

Now $9.98
at these

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME,

TO USE A FLY NET ON
YOUR HORSE.

Now $7.98

ing at A. P. Bassett's.
L. P. Bartlett, Jr., of the firm of B.
week.
F. Spinney A Co., was in town this
Nye & Holmes of Newburyport, Mass.,
with
are doing landscape photography
ocrooms in the Noyes Block formerly
They are havcupied by W. L. Merrill. their
display of
ing lots of work and
photographs is excellent.
James Dunn of Lewieton made his
last week.
furnished by the Maine Central Railroad. Norway friends a visit
James Favor, wife, and friends, are at
for a few days' outing.
The apportionment of the state school Capital Island
Good
The officers elected by the
fund and mill tax for 1907 is announced.
evening were as
The amount available for the purpose is Templar Lodge Monday
$625,989, which is an increase of $43,783 follows:
C. T.-WilIU Flint.
over the amount apportioned in 1906.
V. T.—Emma Stone.
The number of scholars in the state is
M.—Arthur Gray.
for
the
towns
McLuc&e.
12.98
Sec.—Dora
receiving
210,254,

Furnisher,

IT PAYS

10.00, 12.00

Now $3.98

them.

A SMOOTH, ELASTIC, GARMENT FROM NECK
TO ANKLE; NO SHIRT TO ROLL UP IN THE
DRAWERS TO DRAG DOWN
BACK NOR
AROUND THE HIPS. PERFECT COMFORT, CONVENIENCE AND FREEDOM OF ACTION.

ELLIS,

Wanted.

see

Freedom of Action,

AKERS.^

by
high

right idea.

Come and

HAVE YOU TRIED CUR-X-ZEMA?

an auto
Dr. H. L. Bartlett
for use in his business.
Harris L. Elliott of Rumford Falls
He
was in town this week on business.
drove over county in hie auto.
Henry B. Foster has greatly improved
old
his store by the removal of the
ones
counters and introducing full glass
in place of same. He has also made improvements in the windows.
Mrs. F. H. Noyes and daughter Milin West
dred, after a visit with relatives
Medford, have returned to their home.
A slight blaze at the store of YV. C.
Leavitt Wednesday caused an attempt to
sound an alarm. The box, corner of
not
Main and Cottage Streets, would
work so the fire was extinguished by the
store people with very little damage.
Lieut. Moses P. Stiles and company
left for Augusta on Thursday morning.
and
They will shoot at Wakefield, Mass.,
be gone about ten days. Major B. F.
of
Bradbury is on the headquarters team
and accompanies the
the first

OX Main St.,

prices.

BLUE

Norway, Malno.

STORES.

COATS
THAT HAVE BEEN

$5 00, 6.00, 6.75

Now $1.98
$8 co, 9.00

Have your the right kind of clothing to wear at that
time that you may enjoy yourself to the fullest extent?

Now $3.98

T. S.—Eva Mulrhcad.

Treaa.—Aaron Paige.
Guard—Bennle Cobb.
Sen.—Philip Stevens.

$10.00,

Chap.—O. P. Brooke.
OrganUt—Mrs. D. L. Joelln.
Reg.—Mary Stone.
the smallest.
Jona. Holmes, sister, Mrs. Sarah Hill,
of Cambridge, Mass.,
: and Lelia J. Gray
A MEMORABLE DAY.
Mrs. G. L.
are the guests of Mr. and
with
One of the days we remember
Curtis this week.
to
our
as
with
profit
pleasure, as well
H. Lane was before the municipal
health, is tho ooe on which we becamo court Wednesday for intoxication. Fined
Life
New
with
Dr.
King's
acquainted
$5 and costs. Paid and was discharged,
Pills, the painless purifiers that cure
Lester Cowan of Rumford Falls was in
headache and biliousness, and keep the town over Sunday.
bowels right. 25 cents at F. A. ShurtDr. A. H. Staples, with Dr. F. E.
leff & Co.'s drug store.
Drake, entertained several of his friendi
to s
at his cottage, Mere Point, Sunday,
No Need for Summer Sickness.
shore dinner.
of Wey
The warm summer weather is so often
Çr. and Mrs. W. A. Drake
are stopping at the We y
Mass.,
mouth,
sucl
various
ailments,
accompanied by
mouth for a time.
as dizziness, headaches, loss of appetite
Mrs. Ralph Trask went to Worcester
nervousness and oonstipation, that It
Trask has accepted
will be a source of great relief to every- Mass., Monday. Mr.
on the Worcester Herald as
one to know that much of the summer's a position
will return to
suffering may be averted bv taking "L. reporter. Mrs. Trask
Powers in the ston
F. Atwood's Bitten regularly during work for Mrs. R. L.

Also

a

11.00, 12.00,

\

12.50, 14.00

We have

Now $4.98
small lot, your choice for $1.98.

98c.

now

$3.75

$1.00

75c.

$4.00

;

$2.50

now

Children's Dresses
We still have
at low

prices

a

to

now

$3.00 ;

are

$1.75 ; $3.50 now $2.50 ;
$5.00 now $3.75.

all marked low

to close.

few of the Lace Hose in the lot marked

close.

Sincerely Yours,

Prince's.
&
S.
Z.
B.
S.
('
I

ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

assortment of

Furnish-

Outing Suits and Trousers, BeltsHosiery, Underwear, Washable Ties,

now

Shirts.

COTTON SUITS
now

good

ings Suitable for Vacationing.

$275 now $2.00 ; $3 50 now $2.50 ;
$2.75 ; $4.00 now $3.00.

75c. ;

a

Clothing and

Our entire stock of Silk and Cotton Waists.

in the fall.
There is some talk that the Whitcomt
b<
lot, opposite Witherell Park, may
purchased for a K. P. Hall.wife attended
Dr. Harry P. Jones and
dental convention at Rockland thii 1

deranged system. An occasional dos<
maintains the integrity of the body
keeping the stomach and the liver active a
and the bowels regular. "L. F." At week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed E. Hastings of Frye
wood's Bitten are to be procured a1
burg were in town this week. Thej
every dealer's.
I drove over by team.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark P. Smith of Vinal
Alphonse F. MoCurdy, 48 yean ο
have retorned from a pl«a»an
age, employed as head porter at an Au haven
Mr. Smith'· people, Mr. an<
gusta hotel, committed snicide by bang visit with
D. Smith.
ing. It Is stated that domestic troublei ι Mrs. H. Brooks
la oat with a new am
O. P.
were responsible.
McCnrdy leaves ι ι
It is coverot
four children, who wen stylish delivery wagon.
, widow »nd
and a good ono for the business.
away.

are

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of
SARAH A. SAMPSON, late of Hartford,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonde as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased
for settleare desired to present the same
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make psvment tmmedlatclv.
W. H. EASTMAN.
July 16th, 1907.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he I
haf< been duly appointed administrator of the

largely

best of ite class

lingerie,
trimming, several styles,

lace

NOTICE.

boj-ar.

anh ^ & ^

beauty

all Indebted thereto
ment immediately.
July leth, 1907.

y

%'„5ΤΪΜ.7ΐη

to choose

White Skirts.

Shirt Waists.

SIMON A. ABBOTT, late of Andover,
MRS. ELLA BURBANK
In the County of Oxford, deeeaaed, and given
Beck will close out bis busiwishes
she
that
the
to
announces
public
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
of September
to sell tbe "Burbank homestead" on dem inds against the eetate of said deceased are
e«or. -M be
the same for settlement, and
desired to

Winslow as a groc

positively

ONE LOT in Jap and fine Persian lawn, ONE LOT SKIRTS, linen finish, 7 gored,
$1.19
were $1.49, sale price
92.08
were Ιβ.θβ, tale price
linen
fine
finished,
LOT
ONE
trimSKIRTS,
fine
extra
LOT
ONE
quality lawn,
$1.39
med with tncks, lace and embroidery,
plaited, were $1.75, aale price
several styles, were $'2.08, sale price ONE LOT SKIRTS, Indian head, «ever♦2.25
al styles, very foil, were $1.98, sale
$1.49
and
medallion
price
ONE LOT in

estate of

^STiikÎ

n.M „n

are

aeries of M;d-Summer Sale*.
new and up-to-date but they

301

5ÏÏJÏ îimlïïd.mooot
Γώ

goods

our

go. We have an unusually large assortment
from. Come early before the line is broken.

WANTED.

Mt. Grange. some time with Mr. and Mrs. Albert P.
Master of Oxford Pomona.
of
Response,
Basse», was drowned in the outlet
M U8lC.
Essay, Sister Lucia Larkln of Lakeside Grange the lake near the boat houses, Monday
other
Parts Grange.
afternoon, while in bathing with
■wf.'n i„.
C· H 0e°W
lads. lie was unable to swim and got
silos and into deep water.
George R. Stephenson
Question,''What are the advantages of Lakeside
silage. Walter Chadbourne of
recovered the body. Dr. Bartlett and
u range.
did all possible, but failed to re1·2 hour In charge of lecturer of Bear Mountain others
store him. He was the eon of Mrs.
U range.
Fred Swan of South Paris.
Universalis Orove Meeting.
B. R. York and Maud York are visit-

the warm weather. People who depenc
upon this reliable family remedy seldon
suffer the sicknesses that come from.i

These

must

probably |

Master of Rear

each scholar. The number of scholars
reported last year was 210,453, which
made the rate 12.77 for eaoh scholar.
Cumberland county has the largest number of scholare and Franklin County

ceased ; petition for an allowance out of persons!
estate preeented by Evla 1. Allen, widow.

This it the fir&t of

w y
In South Paris village,
Fair Street
NOTICE.
and
the building
near
Bolster's store, a light topcoat
The subscriber hereby gives notice that ahe
moved it to Norw " and rebuilt. Such
has be^n duly appointed administratrix of the
valuable bere Finder please return to the Demo- estate of
buildings are mucb more vaiuru
FRANK L. BARRETT, late of Sumner,
than there.
crat office and receive one dollar. 30 In the
_#
tt
County of Oxford, deceased, and given
j'aris conAll persons having
bonde as the law directs.
the
demands against the eetate of aald deceased are
desired to preeent the earae for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requeeted to make
Immediately.
A kitchen girl at Hotel Andrews,1 pavment
understood tbat
Elf MA A. BARRETT.
July 16th, 1907.
reoorted that eome
It to «pone
same at once.
at
once.
^
^
»
NOTICE.
valuable gr.»H»
tûlD., bot
The subecrlber hereby gives notice that he
hae deen duly appointed admlnletrator of the
ο. .ork doo. I»
For Sale.

The annual grove meeting of the Oxford Association of Universalis!» will be
held as usual at Lake Anasagunticookon
the first Sunday in August, which will
be the 4th day of the month. In the
morning at 11 o'clock Rev. E. A. Hoyt
will preach and in the afternoon some
State Superintendent
other speaker.
X.
The
0 Rev. Η. H. Hoyt will preside.
0 usual trains and reduced rates will be

in a pleasant
not exactly on the procontributed
WEST PARIS.
gramme, even the elements
a "Big Show" at the Davis not a little to make the occasion one of
A.B H. U.U. P.O. Α.
0
Brothers triday afternoon, with a street lasting impression; there was no need Farnum. l.f..............4
110
0
118
4
para"e which came through the Square of a serenade, for the artillery of the I N. Rowe, β.
1
1110
3
r.f.,
Emery,
4> dock.
a
refire. Peal after peal
The attractions included
1
1
1
heavens
0
3
4
Billing·, c.f
0
1
2
0
0
4
fflena^erie, the features of which were a verberated, while vivid flashes of light- Ridlon, βΛ.
1
1
8
0
0
4
When Bowker, 2-b....
pair of rabbits and a white rat, and a ning illuminated the landscape.
1
2
10
2
2
S
Shaw. 1-b
rircus with trick
0
bicycle riding and this had passed away the company de R.
1113
S
L. Rowe, 3-b
0
them happai Delano,
2
2
wher feats, and a Wild West show, with
0
behind
0
left
4
but
ρ
parted
cowboys Indians, etc. Lemonade was hearts and a desire on the part of the
4
11
8 *30
C
33
Totals
"penned at the usual price to alleviate bridge and groom of fifteen years, to livt
lûe discomforts of a thirsty day.
The lives worthy of the esteem and affection *8haw out, changing position at bat.
I
*
*as a success all aronnd, and the manifested, not only on this occasion
SOUTH PARIS.
corp.,rat,ο# added $1 21 tQ Λ treiMur. but through the more than three yean
X.
Α.
1. B.H. P.O.
A B.
«
as> the result.
since
0
2
1
thej Shaw, 1.1
2
5
which have already passed
1
2
4
2
I
4
the
in
home
theii
pleas
Cole,
to make
ρ
C
0
began
8
3
0
pleasant excursion was taken ant and hospitable village of South Paris Hebbard.3-b1-b............43 0 0 S31
U. V Τθ7
Lowell,
«
0
ednesday bya party composed of Mr.
0
1
0
4
Wheeler, r.l.
1
10
Mr·,
*
12
5
Mr·
Doubtless most readers of the Demo Spring, ο 1.
5
2
0
4
0
3
held
2
b
bj Titcomb,
Mr. and Mrs J. Hast crat have noted the opinion
Wriehr'
1
3
2
0
4
in
•eg» bean, Mr. and Mrs. George A. some that the winter climate of Maim Clark, c s.s.
5
1
1
0
0
3
Rawson,
and M™· Minot L· Whittle is so cold as to destroy many of th<
11
10 *84
5
an
37
andI s.,n Robert. They went to Lewiston brown-tail moths in their winter nests
Totals
y tram, thence by electrics to Lake The effects of the extreme weather ο
"No outs, when winning run was scored.
last winter seem to lend some color t<
.^e' * where they had a shore dinnei
Score by Innings.
l^eD back to Lewiston, and this theory, aa is shown not only by re
12348678 tt—Total
an experience of th
y electrics to Brunswick, Case ο Castle,
but
by
made,
ports
0 00100122—β
West Part»
**"»outh and Portland, where they Democrat. On the 5th of March a nee
1 20010010—5
South Part·,
PP®r, and then home on the even· taken from a tree in the orchard of £
Paris 3; South Paris 1
West
s'
_
1
Earned runs,
in »
fierce heat, the K. Chapman of Paris was brought t Three-base-hlts, R. ShLW, L. Rowe. Flint basi
1,1 ®Pite
l'
»
b;
•P. taken as most of it was by trolley the Democrat office. As it was a typics on balls, off Delano 3; off Cole 0. Struck ont,
Pari
by Cole 1- Lett on bases, South
C<
am' pleaaant, and was in all nest, and many were not familiar wit) Delano 5:Paris
Cole to Heb
Double
β.
plays,
West
11;
ro«
a most excellent time.
respects
the appearance of the nests, this on banl: Titcomb to Hebbard. First base oi
Hit b;
a glas
error·, West Paris 5; South Parts 3.
was placed in a tight frame with
2.
Umpire
Firs)
men ot Co. D,
pitched ball, by Delano 3; by Cole
and hung in the post office to
front,
Inf*n»
DeSbon. Scorer, Thayer.
went on the rtrs.
to th
some weeks, later being removed
η
LKAOUB STANDING.
Thursday for August» to take par Democrat office. On the same twig wa
L.AVE
W.
Ο.
con>Petition to be held tberc a bunch of eggs of the apple tree catei
100
0
5
β
y and FrW»y. JuJy 13 and 19 pillar.
Under the influence of the in Norway
40
3
2
5
West
Paris,
t'108® who went and thos< door warmth the latter hatched In th j
«24»
SOUTH PARIS,
wh,
'ΟΓ th® Stat· Γ'Λβ te·™ t« course of a few weeks, and the catei
W»!r««
***·» who went at the sam< pillars traveled on the twig for some dit
A WONDERFUL HAPPENING.
There was never an,
ta not. and died.
has witnessed on<
Port Byron, Ν. Υ
W Nash.
mot
sign of life about the brown-tail
of the moat remarkable cases of bealinj
P SMle··
it
was
destroyed
nest up to the time
Amoa F. King of tha
-•U.ient L. II. Daujrhraty.
ever recorded.
W P.
few days since, though an examinatio „
"Bucklen's Arnica Salvi
says:
place
I
* Sem. P. r. swan.
the
sma
j
it
contained
of it showed that
J}, S. 3. Maxim.
cured a aore on my leg with which I ha<
SorP·
bodies of a large number of caterpillar) suffered over 80 yean. I am now 85.'
* TwItchelL
in
J·
had
quite
Λ. buy Steven* goes aa anbatltute.
gathered
A man who
to cure all aores, by F. A
neighborin e I Guaranteed
ie men whose names ar* marked witl
Λ Co. 25 cents.
quantity of the nests inInaJune
that tl β j Shurtleff
Democrat
the
told
* sur
town
go from South Pari·. It ma r
more than half of th
Who Like· Lumb Pl«t
*he observing peopl > caterpillars in
ms y
th .t
nests he found were dead. There
You should try at onoe "OUB-P1*" Prepari
* tof*' °' β'*··® principal
mattei
this
in
'» tlon lor deilotous Lemon Plea. A lady say· :
α
an
sube*'tute· that are plcke* I be a little consolation
again try to make lemon pie In the ol
it furnishes no excuse whatevc r will never
from
thongh
**»t· by competitloE
'*■·
way while 1 can «et OOR-Pir p"Par"i«nr;
i °.Ter
of effort In the flgl lt ■ Try
It aad you win say the same. At grooen
come from Sont) ι lor any relaxation
Mr. Davis
Uar^orie Chandler, and Lulu
strain.

Dari

responded briefly

F. Shaw, Cole and Hebbard gave South
Paris its last run. For West Paris, the
first three men, Farnum, N. Rowe, and
Emery, singled, bringing in two ruus,
the next three batters went out in order
and at the beginning of the ninth South
Paris still led by one run. They could
not score in their half of this inning, but
R. Shaw opened West Paris' half of this
inning with a bit good for three basée,
and scored when Titcomb threw wild to
stop him at third. L. Rowe sent out
another triple and scored the winning
run on Raweon's error on Delano's hit.
The feature of the game was a great
catch by Bowker, which robbed Titcomb
of a hit in the third inning.
The score:

MART P. WENT WORTH, late of Brownflekl.
deceased: will and petition for probate thereof
by Arthur Merrill· the executor therein named.

JULY CLEARANCE SALE!

_

James
not a.

Smitbloree.
Wbilert.^
S9 loteaof" attention because of

PmJOb

AEVIN PIRE, late of Sweden, deeeaaed:
first account presented for allowance bv and
$1 98
flounce, were $4.50, sale price, $3 49
petition for distribution presented by Harry
mercerized
and
Delbert Pike, administrator.
in
LOT
chambrey
ONE LOT SUITS, fine white lawn, ONE
duck, were $1.75 and $1.08, sale price
ALTON E. WHITEHEAD, ward, of Norway;
trimmed with lace and bamburg, were
$1.49
petition for license to aell and convey real estate
$3.98
presented by Moses P. Stiles, guardian.
$4.98, sale price
several styles,
in
LOT
ONE
ginghams,
LUNA E. ABBOTT, late of Rumford. de- ONE LOT
SUITS, good quality gingwere $1.25 and $1 49, sale price 98c
ceased; first account preeented for allowance by
Caroline W. Blanchard, the executrix of the
ham, blue and grey, were $2.50, sale ONE LO Γ in ginghams, plain and fine
deceased.
of
aald
estate
$1.75
79c
price
checks, were 98c., sale price
JAMES BEHN1ER, late of Upton, deceased;
eome ONE LOT SUITS, blue and grey gingor
H.
of
Chaae
that
Charlea
Upton
with
petition
trimmed
LOT
ONE
gingham,
plain
other suitable peraon be appointed aa admlnlaDied.
ham, neatly trimmed with hamburg
straps of white duck, were 75c., sale
trator preeented by Mertle M. Bernler, widow.
59c
of
sale
$1.98
WHITEHEAD
minor;
ALTON
E.
were
price
$2.98,
price
Insertion,
Norway,
In Norway, July 16, Mrs. Emma C· Fu'lcr,
account presented for allowance by Moses P.
with
aped 59 years, 1 month, 20 days.
ONE LOT SUITS, fine chambrey, In ROMPERS, plain gingham, piped
In Norway, July IS, Percy Merrll', aged 12 Stiles, guardian.
50c
red,
ADDISON E. IIEBRICK, Judge of said Court,
years, 4 months.
green, tan, blue and grey, tucked
Lewis.
In West Fryeburg, July in, Chester
à true copy—Attest:
white
LOT children's
dresses,
ALBERT D. PARK, Beglster.
In Watervllle, July i>, Mrs. Sarah E. Pratt,
waist and skirt, were $2.98, sale price ONE
from 2 to 4 years, were 98c., sale price
Ç1.9S
formerly of Waterford, aged 64 years.
In Bumford Falls, July 13, John McDonald,
69c
NOTICE.
in light
aged 63 years.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he ONE LOT SUITS, linen finish,
in South Parle, Ji'lv 20, Charles Caswell, aged
with
fine
trimmed
ONE
white,
the
with
of
LOT,
has been duly appointed administrator
blue and white, coat trimmed
CO years.
tucks, 2 to 4 years, were 50c., sale
In Rumford Falls, July 13, Mrs. Fannie Hor- estate of
heavy lace, full skirt, were $4.98, «ale
LOHENZO D. THOMPSON, late of Brownfield.
39c
ton, aged 53 years.
$8.76
price
deceased, and given
price
In Dlxlleld, July 16, Mrs. Vlana, wife of | In the County of Oxford,
bonds as the law directe. All persons having
<>f better dresses,
STYLES
Gcorec Holt, aged 66 years.
SEVERAL
white
Indian
head,
LOT
ONE
SUITS,
demands against the estate of said deceased
In Boxbury, July 12, Mrs. Charles Merrill.
slightly mussed and soiled, marked
arc desired to present the same for settlement,
with light blue collar and cuffs, were
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make
down.
$2.98
sale price
$3.98,
payment Immediately.
IjOBT.
FRED R. THOMPSON.
July leth, 1907.

to"?-»-!-iCA2«rSU'S«?M
Si"»'!·'"S?liWThut«Ul erentng·· «W»

F

ïrTp^t^Ta.ûrt.held

and
M
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
thousand
one
Lord
July, la the year of our
nine hundred and sevra. The following matter
having been preeented lor the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, it la hereby Obokbid :
That notice thereof be glvan to all penons Interested, by caualng a oopy of thla order to be
pubUahed three weeks sueoesslvely In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Parla, In aald County, that they ouy appMr at a
Probate Court to be held at Romford nils, on
the third Tuesday of August, A. D. MOT,, at 9
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If they aee cauae.

Parts.
In Frveburg. July 10, by Bev. Edwin P. Wilnon, Mr. Charles Trufant Sluipson and Miss
Bertha Mae Harriman, both of Fryeburg.
In Fryeburg. July 14, by Bev. Baman N.Stone,
Mr. Balph A. Wentworth of Conway, Ν. H., and
Miss Nettle M. McKeen of Chatham, S. H.
in West Parts, July 17, by Dr. Ο. K. Yates,
Esq., Mr. Aottl Haverinen and Miss Anna Heikklnen, both of West Paris
In Bumford Falls, July 1ft, by Bev. Fr. La·
Flamme, Mr. Joseph Jacques and Mies Marie
Boee St. Pierre, both of Bumford Fall*
In Oxford, Jnly S, by Bev. Frederick Newport, J
Mr. Walter C. Bray of Oxford and Miss Sarah
E. Farrlngton of Mechanic Falls.

roeete

Commandery, No. Ml.
«·»'"»■ Ί

thf,mÎB„·

To ill pwKmi lnieriMtxl ta «Mur of ft» Estate·

presented
Tour WlfW, Mother or Slstor
I Can make Lemon, Chocolate and Cnetard pies
HARRIET C. PUL8IFER, late of Paria, debetter than tbe expert cook by using "OU B-PIE"
as all tbe Ingredients are In tbe packsge ready ceased; will and petition for probate thereof
for Immediate nee. Each package, enough for presented by Jamea 8. Wright, the executor
tyro large plee, 10 cents. Order to-day from your therein named.
grocer.
ESTER J. LOWE, late of Bucklleld,deeeaaed:
will and petition for probate thereof preeented
▲ Carta!· Cure for iehlaf Feet.
by Romanzo C. Lowe, the executor therein
Allen's Foot-Base, a powder; cures Tired, named.
Aching, Sweating, Swollen feet. Sample sent
DANIEL CHAMBERLAIN, late orHartford,
FREE, also Sample of Foot-Eask Sanitary
Corn-Pad, a new Invention. Address, Allen S. deceased ; petition that Ten Broeck W. Stetson
aome other aultable person be appointed as
or
Le
Ν.
T.
Olmsted,
Boy,
administrator, preeented by David J. Chamberlain, eon and heir.
Born.
JACOB McKEEN, late of Paria, deeeaaed;
petition that Walter L. Gray or aome other aultof
able
of
Herbert
In South Paris, July 11, to tbe wife
person be appointed aa administrator
said estate presented by Mary McKeen, widow.
W. Tsplev, a daughter.
In South Paris, June 10, to tbe wife of Fred C.
WA8HINOTON DEAN, late of Oxford, deHolt, a daughter.
the determination of collatIn Canton, July 8, to the widow of C. C. Ellis, ceased ; petition for
eral Inheritance tax presented by George L.
Jr., a daughter.
admlnlatrator.
In Somersworth, Ν. Η July 19, to the wife of Wilder,
Rlchsrd Eastman, a daughter.
IVY I. HODGDON, minor,of Hiram; second
In Norway, Jnly 18, to tbe wife of Frank Mil- and final account
preeented for allowance by
ler, a daughter.
Alexander P. Copp, guardian.
In Brownfleld, July 4, to tbe wife of Fred
SAMUEL V ABBOTT, late of Rumford, deWilliams, a son.
ceased ; first account preeented for allowance by
Jamea 8. Wright, executor.
Married.
BOBERT W. GRAY, late of Boston, Mass.;
final account preeented for allowance by Emma
In West Parle, July 13, by C. H. Lane, Etq., C. Gray, administratrix.
Mr Peter Pike and Miss Balsa Kokko, both of
ABNER W. ALLKN. late of Norway, de-

ITATID UIHWI.

Γ.4Α.Μ.

PROBATE WOnC*».

THE CHARMING WOMAN
is not necessarily one of perfect form
and feature·. Many a plain woman who
1
could never terre aa an artist1· model,
poueaaea those rare qualities that all tbe
world admire·: neatness, clear eyes,
clean smooth akin and that aprigbtlineaa
I of atep and action that accompany good
health. A physically weak woman ia
never attractive, not even to heraelf.
Electric Bitters restore weak women,
Rive strong nerve·, bright eyes, smooth,
velvety skin, beautiful complexion.
Guaranteed at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'·.
150 cents.

Emery
his lQtb birthday
Oxford Pomona Orange.
Dyer of that city, son of Mrs. make second. a
Parie.
In the fifth single by Spring, Emery's
their two
of
South
Luella A. Dyer, formerly
Time, 1st Tuesday in August. Place, Cambridge, are enjoying McDonald's
Clark
a
gave
and
by
friends
error
timely
single
his
of
got
young
A jolly party
weeks' vacation with Mrs.
Waterford.
South
Program:
run.
C. Cole. Mr.
into the house without his knowledge, South Paris another
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.the
grange Id 5th degree.
Neither side scored again until the Opening
Cambridge
and made the evening lively until nearly
McDonald is captain of
Routine work.
reached
and
was
Shaw
hit,
Conferring 5th degree.
fire department.
midnight. The gifts included a fine seventh. R.
Rowe's
L.
on
error
Music.
Raweon's
camera, a bank book and several other third on
Mrs. D. M. French and son are visiting
made a poor Receee.
That is
desirable articled. Mr. Dyer is a gradu- hit, scoring when Cole
in Readfield for two weeks.
F. M.
were at
and
^eQnison
Rowe
L.
catch
is
to
family
and
throw
stealing.
former home.
y*'·
ate of the Lynn High School,
French's
Mrs.
Music.
Bethel Friday to visit the family
In the eighth, with two out, singles by
now employed in the paymaster's office
The 12-year-old lad, Percy Merrill, for
Address of Welcome.
given

fre! A. Jackson of Meiroee, Mass.,
'■sited Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Richardson
■as: week.
Thursday they went to
tamp Owsley, Harrison, to do some
*"
ahout the camp, such as covering
'f w,th Congo rooting and making
,?
other needed repairs.
«est
of Mr.

'NORWAY.

Hamlin Lodge will work th·
αI
Mr. and Un. W. A. Oxnard of Lewie Deatructk» by Sitarday'i Shower.
Knight Friday night, July 26.
toa w*re guests at Dr. C. L. Buck'· 01
Mise Edith Chaplin of
TA.HH BUILDINGS AND ΟΤΗΧΒ PBOPXRT1
Bridgton has r« Sunday.
cently spent a week at Dr. Littlefleld'i
Mr. and Mr·. Robert Rounds of A ubun
DKSTBOYJCD IN VARIOUS DIRKCTION8.
were
est»
en
of hie cousin, J. D. Haynes
Mrs. Dorcas Richardson and Mis
over
Sunday.
Florence Richardson are visiting ι
The heated term of last week col mi·
Locke's Mills.
Blaeberries will be ripe at J. 7. King'i 1 nated Saturday evening in a severe
for
about
the
and
27th
pick electrical shower which seems to have
Inst.,
ready
( Mrs. Frank Brown and two danghter
tag at tbe usual rates.
been general over this part of Maine. It
of Gardner, Mass., are visiting at Thee
dore Thayer's.
Rev. J. W. Chesbro and family, Cbas struck South Paris a little after 8 o'clock,
and
while there was not a heavy fall of
Bennett, wife and daughter Grace, anc
Chandler Swift and
Miss
Genev
rain, there was a sharp sprinkle of hail
Young are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ε. Β Mrs. Jennie Wigbt Southwiok of Lynn, at the
and thunder
and

Have You Seen Our Comfort Shirts?
✓

on.

Shirts made of the lightest material in whites and tans, with collars
Some by just turning the collar inside you cin attach a linen collar.

Prices, Mohair $2.

Other kinds, 50c., $t, $1.50.

Itraw, Duels, and

Crai

[ate.

F. H. NOYES CO.

ISouth Paris,

(2 Stores,)

Norway.

THE CARE OF LIVESTOCK.
If the testimony of great number* of
the reader· of The New-York Tribune
Farmer it a fair baaia for the formation
of a correct opinion, then what ia known
m its Veterinary Department ia everywhere esteemed highly. It is, however,
more than a veterinary department Dr.
C. D. Smead, who has had charge of it

HOW TO TELL IF
YOU HAVE WORMS
THE REMEDY THAT
QUICKLY EXPEIS THEM

for more than five years, every week answers very many questions in regard to
every variety of livestock known on the
American farm, not alone prescribing
medicine and treatment, but telling how
The common symptom· of worm· ta child·
the diseases might have been prevented,
its and adults are:—Paleness of the (ace with
and laying down specific rule· for feed occasional U ashing; indigestion accompanied
and care in health, in sickness and in by «η unnatural appetite at time·; foal
and offensive breath ; Itching no··;
convalescence.
Every farmer keeps tongue
vomiting; grinding of the teeth dnrtng sleep ;
some livestock—good veterinarians are ■welling of the upper lip; hard «welled Dowel»:
scarce.
griping or colle pain·; also convulsions and
unaccountable nervous iympEach inquirer is fully answered, but many other If
not checked In time, lead oa
turns, wbieh.
Dr. Smead goee far beyond this; he be- to something mora serious.
lieves that any information which one
intelligent farmer needs is also needed
by hundreds and thousands of others,
and he often so broadens his answer as
to make it a complete essay on the subSOMKRVILLK, MB.
ject discussed. A year or two ago Mr. Dr. TROTt, Dear "Sir:—
B. Walker McKeen, of Fryeburg, Me.,
'For mo;e than three months one of my
said in a meeting of farmers that a valu- children had been troubled with spells of
able horse had been attacked with a disvomiting aud symptoms of fever nearly
ease of which he had known nothing
every week, together with canker-sores
until he had recently read of it in The about the nose and mouth. I obtained,
New-York Tribune Parmer; what Dr. about two weeks ago, two bottles of your
Smead bad taught him enabled him to Elixir, and before the first bottle waa^exAnother farmer arose haasted the sores were
save his horse.
entirely hfaàled,
and said he had had a similar experience. and no
or
appearance of his vomiting
Five or six hundred dollars saved in one
has ever returned. I really
C. Q. fever-sps'us
town by one copy of the paper!
of
thousands
of
believe that the lives
Waller, M. D., of North Trey, ν t., writes children suffering from worms or canker
to Dr. Suiô^d, under date of April 23:
might be saved by a timely and judicious
"I desire to express my gratitude to you use of your Elixir." Yours truly,
through The New-York Tribune Farmer,
J. L. Hammett.
and to say that I regard you as the most
This I· only one of hundred· of such testisafe
and
able, practical
thoroughly
monials. This marvelous remedy has been
writer of the present age, and to express made and sold by Dr. J. F. True Λ Co. for
years, and in all that time nothing
fifty-six
the
serve
to
live
that
my hope
you may
but words ot praise have been bestowed
farmer and our dumb friends for many upon It. Thi· Is what Mr. Wing thinks of It
years to come."
Auburn, Mr.
The regular price of the New-Tork
Dr. True, Dear Sir:—
Tribune Farmer is One Dollar a year,
"For the past seven years I hare con·
but we will send it with The Oxford
stantly kept a supply of your Elixir in
Democrat, both papers one year for my house, and it never failed to give
*2.00.
a great blessprompt relief. It has been
ing to my children, and unsolicited I give
you this tribute of gratitude, hoping the
merits of your unrivaled family medicine
may be widely known and appreciated."

TOOK DR. TRUE'S ELIXIR
MD SOT WELL

Eastern Steamship Company.

Very respectfully vours,

Portland Division.

Chas. E. Wing.
may not be found
Even though
present Dr. True's Elixir tones up the stomach
and liver. Read what Dr. J. Haley, of Brunswick, thinks of it:
"It is a safe and effectual remedy. For
worms it has no equal, aqd is an excellent
remedy for canker of the mouth and throatw
Dr. True's Kllslr is sold by druggists every,
where at 36*·., 30r., and $1.00 per bottle. The
booklet, "Children and Their Diseases," will
be «eut free by sltuply addressing Dr. J· Ρ
True Λ Co.. Anburu. Me. We have a special
worm·

DAILY LINE, SUNDAYS INCLUDED

Portland and Boston.
Far·

mut

way

|l.Mi Keuad trip I'i.OO.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, week days at 7 P. m., Sundays at
S P. m., for Boston.
tickets via this Company's
at all principal
on sale

Through

steamers

treutoient for tu|>e-w«>rui.

are

railroad stations.

Freight

always

are

rates

other lines.

as

low

as

All freight, except Live Stock, is insured against fire and marine risk.
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,
Portland, Me.

and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors

Mouldings s,JL

High

Grade Portrait Work

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

Specialist
Kor nix tee η year· 1 have title J glaeae· to <i»
fectlve eye· and nothing elee—that make· me a
•pectallet. If your evee trouble you In any way,
ami If you want expert advice In regard to th«
•auie, Ouie to the man who le a «peelalUt, whi
doe*

one

atlona

thing only. No charge for eye examln
consultation.

or

OR. PARMENTER
Eye Specialist, Norway,

Me.

AS

GOOD

Frozen Dainties for Hot Weather.

most attracSultana Roll make·
tive frozen dainty to serve with refreshments or dinners. It should be made in
Baking-powder
plain round molds.
canc, the largest size, are .excellent receptacles to use, and if a larger quantity
3. Tbe power of choosing or selecting. is
made, two-quart lard pails are nice to
4. One of the essential parte or prln- use. Test these cans before ueing them,
consists.
which
of
anything
as the smallest pinhole will allow sufficiliples
ent water to enter to spoil the contents
5. To speak in a rhetorical manner.
of the can.
0. To convert into an oxide.
Cover a cupful of sultanas with the
7. Forming or consisting of a mass.
juice of four oranges two hours before
they are needed. Add a cupful of sugar
No. 172.—Crouwood.
to a pint of rich cream and let heat suffiMy first is in light, but not in nun;
ciently.to melt the sugar. Remove from
My second. in cracker, but not in fun;
the fire and when perfectly cold add anMy third ia in water, but not In milk:
other pint of cream, half a teaspoonful
My fourth In In cotton, but not in silk;
in
but
not
Ik
moon;
In
star,
of
bitter almond extract and three drops
fifth
My
of "creme de menthe" coloring, to give
My sixth is in tiger, but not in coon;
in
tree;
My seventh. In branch, but not
the cream a delicate apple-green tint.
My eighth ie in gnat, but not in flea;
Freeze the cream, then stir in half a cupMy ninth Is in David, but not in Saul;
ful of blanched almonds chopped fine.
My tenth is in several, not in ail.
The sultanas are drained from the
My whole is a game very often played
Without the aid of club or sua Je
orange juice and stirred into a stiff froth
of cream—one pint—that has been eweetened to taste with powdered sugar and
No. 173.—Transposition·.
a
Transpose ail animal common to the tinted lovely rose-pink with cochineal

No. 171.—Primal Acrostic.
Primais name a principle signified by
tbe Déclaration of Independence.
1. Pertaining to a league or treaty.
2. Tbe state or quality of beiug real.

a

|

or fruit paste coloring.
Mix carefully.
farm ami make a stream of water.
Line the molds on sides and bottom an
Reverse the last and tiud an animal
inch deep with the frozen almond cream
meutloned in Homan history. Trans- and fill in the center with
pink sultana
deand
make
a
Lutin
empty;
poet
pose
J mixture. Cover the top with paraffin
of
Scandinaa
book
and
make
ceased
paper before fitting on the lid and pack
vian mythology; the moon and make a i in ice and salt for three hours. To serve,
slice the roll in half-inch slices and
boue of the arm; a model used by
makers and make tbe most necessary serve with a pink or green tinted sauce,
strawbèrry juice giving the desired pink
article used in cooking.
tint. Boil together half a cupful of water with a cupful of sugar until it spins
No. 174.—Beheaded Rhyme·.
a thread.
Remove from the fire, add
On muster day the boys were
the juice of two lemons and a pint of the
Each nerve to show a splendid
"
strawberry juice. Mix well and serve
'Tie
When suddenly the cry
hot or cold.
Proclaims 111 luck begun;
When ready to unmold the cream,
From fine cockade the beauty
Is
uniform
A«U>wit their
plunge the cans Tn cold water, take off
The streams that spoil their fun;
the covers aud run a silver knife quickly
Crestfallen, homeward they are
around between tho cream and can.
When low a bright bow over
This will loosen the rolls so they will
Tells thai th« ruin is done.
turn out smoothly.
If there are several
small rolls place them in a row in the
No. 175.—A Flag.
center of a silver or glass dish and garnish with roses, serving one to each
guest, placing it on the plate beside the
☆
2 Ο ύ 6 Λ Λ9
cream.

shoe-1

These pretty rolls of frozen cream may
be made in many different combinations:
as violet centers, obtained with grape
juice to tint; stir in violet petals and use
plain vanilla cream for the outside.
Have a violet-tinted sauce.

10
4
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Cones of caramel ice-cream with nuts
made as follows:
Stir a cupful of
sugar over the fire until it browns richly,
than add a cupful of boiling water and
let cook to a sirup.
Smooth a tablespootf of corn-starch in a little cold milk
and add to the sirup with a quart of rich

18

are
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RMEUHATISM CANNOT
BE CURED UNLESS
URIC-0

7

*

USED

Tel. 18-4.

nent cure

for Rheumatism comes In.
|κ>Ι«οη In the blood,

It seeks

ciW Κ ET LOMPOTKS niaKO pretty 0ΘΒΘΓΓ8
served in water-ice bordera. Fill a rim
The problem Is to make the five fig- or mold with orange, strawberry or pineice and freeze quite bard.
Shred
Is such an admirable and effective cure for ures here shjwn of the same height apple
fine the tender part of. a medium-sized
one
from
Rheumatism.
hats
the
figure
by changing
pineapple and remove the pits from a
The chief reason that Uric Ο is such a won
to auother.—New York Tribune.
pound of white grapes. Stem a pint of
derful cure for Rheumatism Is, that It Is designstrawberries and scoop the pulp from
ed and prepared to cure Rheumatism and Rheua small grapefruit.
No. 177.—Charade.
Â couple of sliced
It Is composed of per.'ect antimatism only.
bananas may also be added.
All kinds
My tirât is usai un many a hors.·;
dotes for the rheumatic acid poison in the sysa
man
cross;
Is
to
second
of fruit are used that blend well in
My
tem. That is the secret of Its wonderful success.
My third, a boy's namo often hoard:
To
flavor.
a
of
the mixed fruits
quart
Kheumatlsin simply cannot exist in a person's
My whole, a strange, uncanny bird.
allow two tablespooufuls of gelatin dissystem If Uric-O Is used.
in
solved
water
to cover. Ada half a cupUrtc-O Is sold by druggist π at 7.">c. and $1.00
No. 178.—In America.
ful of boiling water to it and five tablethe bottle, but If y<>u still feel skeptical about Its
[Concealed States. |
spoonfuls of granulated sugar. Stir to
efficacy you can test it free of charge by cutting
dissolve the sugar and strain over fruit.
1. I paid a hodman to do It.
out this advertisement and sending same, toMix thoroughly and set aside on ice to
2. It was when Eva dashed away.
gether with your came and addreM, also the
When ready to serve, un3. There are more gone thau you become firm.
name of your druggist, to The Smith Drug Commold the ice on a Hat glass dish and fill
send you think.
pany. Syracuse, S. Y.. and they will
in the center with the fruit jelly.
Gara sample bottle free. To persons who write and
4. It exasperated him very much.
nish with flowers or flne greens, to make
want to
say they have never used Urlc-U, and
3. What architectural order is that? a
contrast.
pretty
test It thoroughly, and will agree to take It sys- Oh!
Ionic.
All sorts of combinations may be
tematically according to directions, they freYou will tlnd 1 analyze correctly.
made
with compotes, as with sultana
β.
quently give a regular 75c. bottle free- Urlc-O
rolls. If your fruit mixture is composed
7. Ile was very large or giant-like.
Is sold and recommended by K. A. Shurtleff Λ
8. We shall be sheep washlug to- of bauanas, oranges and pineapples with
Company, South Paris and West I'arls, Maine.
a border ice flavored with lemon, rich
night.
tints in yellow will make a lovely gar0. I met Kmma in Rutland last year.
and
Boiler
Steam
nish, and for this use a length of nas10.—Can we dismiss our Inspector?
turtium vine with its glowing blossoms.
11. When heads are broken, tuck your
For Male Cheap.
Or, Bride roses if the occasion is suitsleeves up.
able, as a shower luncheon or wedding
Second hand, six horse power
12.—Signor Mario was very unlucky.
menu.

out the Rheumatic

muscles,

kidneys, renders It Inert and harmless and
drives it out of the system. That Is why Urlc-0

ami

Engine

engine and eight horse power boiler.
Call and see them at A. C. Jones'
Machine Shop, South Paris, Me.

metropolitan newspaper (or busy people, almost an
good as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
is a

AS

** ο9·

Send for free book.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST

Address: ïdltor BonmiM'
Column, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Parts, Me

Prom 1 to H.an animal; 2 to 9. to think;
3 to It), a flowering plant; 4 to 11, traf- milk. Let the whole scald thoroughly,
fic; f> to 12. a revoking; tî to 13, a spe- stirring it to blend smoothly until the
IS
is cooked, when the yolks
cies of tly; 1 to 7. illegal trade; 8 to corn-starch
of four eggs beaten light and half a cup13, α schoolmaster.
ful
more of sugar are added.
Stir conSudden Deaths, heart Failure and
for five minutes, then remove
stantly
PoisonNo. 176.—High Hat Puzzle.
Paralysis Are Caused by
from the fire and add a cupful of double
ous Uric and Rheumatic Acids
cream.
Mix in well and pour into the
can of the freezer after the mixture has
become cold. Vanilla flavoring is added
The Rheumatic person It* skeptical regarding
the last thing—one tablespoonful.
the claims of almost any remedy advertised ait a
To serve, take a large-size tablespoon
am) one can scarcely
cure for Rheumatism
and with a dexterous twiet of the wrist,
AI the planters ami
Idauie him for being no.
slide it around the frozen cream, lifting
Uniment» combined never actually cured a case
out
spoonful. The result will be perof Rheumatism.
They may relieve It !n one
fect little cones of cream. After placing
each one on its serving dish, pour over
quarter, but It le sure to break out somewhere
else. The only true way to cure Rheumatism Is
it a spoonful of plain sirup made as for
as
the
as
U> drive It from the system, for
long
the sauce, in which are finely chopped
the
In
Acid
remains
blood,
Rheumatic
Urtc and
almonds and pecans. Chopped candied
one Is never entirely free from the trouble.
orange peel and cherries may also be
This Is where the value of Urtc-U as a permaadded.

Crayon, Water color,

in

Usoflclted.

IH il

Picture Frames

à

Correspondence on toplce of Interest to Uw ladles

a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only $1.30 per year, butyou can secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, Tne Oxford Democrat,

Macakoons give a rich flavor to forzdesserts. For a macaroon glace mix
a pint of cream with a cupful of sugar
and the beaten yolks of Ave eggs.
Flavor with a teaspoonful of vanilla and
beat until the custard begins to thicken,
then strain through a flne sieve.
Turn
into the freezer and when half frozen
mix in half a pound of crisp macaroone
pounded to a dust. Finish freezing.
For a mousse, scald a dozen macaroons
in a cup of milk and pour over them the
beaten yolks of three eggs.
Cook over
hot water until slightly thickened.
When almost cold fold into the mixture
the stiffly whipped whites of the eggs,
adding gradually half a cupful of powdered sugar while beating. Add half a
pint of whipped cream, mix well and
turn into a brick mold. Freeze by covering with ice and rode salt. In serving,
arrange around the mousse on the dish
rosea of whipped cream pressed through
the pastry tube. In the center of each,
place a piece of French candied fruit.

Very Strange.

en

"Were you iu the Ark with Noah,

grandpapa?"

"No. my child, I was not In the Ark
with Noah."
"Then why weren't you drowned?"—
Punch.

Key to the Puzzler.
No. 104.—Triangle: 1. Cubic. 2. Upon.
8. Bob. 4. In. 5. C.
No. 105.—Mr. Cat's Mystery: C. II.,
Beech,
Tea, Bee. Hat. Ilat,
Batch. Hatch.

Teacli,

No. 100.—Diagonal:
D

κ

ο

M

X

Tribune, which is

A

DAILY

Papers One Year lor $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Main».
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE. New-York City, will
bring you a free sample copy.
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Vanilla Ick-Cbeam served in musk-

No. 107.—Hidden Birds: Lark. Owl.
Kite.
No. 108.—Word Squares: I.—1. Broad,
f. It I tie. 8. Often. 4. Alert 5. Dents.
II.—1. Boast. 2. Otter. 3. Atone. 4.
Sense, δ. Trees.
BeNo. 100.—Acrostic: Birth Day.
hold, Iu. Rejoicing, They. How, Does,
As, Years.
Historic Americans: 1.
No.
170.
8. Taylor
Grant. 2. Web-ster (stir».
(tale or). 4. Franklin (maud lin). 5.
0. Lincoln.
7. WashPolk (polk-a).

melons is a

—

ington.

QUICK RELIEF FOR ASTHMA SUFFERERS.

Foley's Hooey and Tar affords immediate relief to asthma sufferers in the
worst stages and if taken in time will
effect a cure. F. A Sburtleff A Co.
The above illustration is from a photograph of the Plant Industry Building. U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.TheIt is located in the
Government also
heart of the city and is covered with Paroid Hooting.
It uses Paroid because it
uses Paroid for stables, barracks, warehouses, etc.
finds nothing its equal.
Paroid is the ideal roofing for barns, stables, sheds, poultry houses, warehouses, outbuildings, etc. Equally valuable for roofing or siding. It is permanent in character, is easy to lay, is spark and cinder proof, light slate color,
contains no tar, does not crack and does not run in summer.
What is good for the Government will be good forvou. Write for free sample
of Paroid ana see what it is. Also ask tor booklet and name of nearest dealer.
Send a 3

MM Hud» tor book of op-lo-data

poultry aod farm building plana,

S. P. MAXIM & SON, Agents, South Paris, He.

The man lay prone upon the pavement.
Blood trickled from a ragged gash in his
throat and formed a little pool near hie
head.
There were no marks of violence—
nothing to show how the man had come
by the accident. For a minute the great
detective was baffled.
Suddenly a
strange light shone in his keen gray
eyea, while a smile of satisfaction played
about his lips.
"Have you discovered how the man's
throat was cut?" they asked.
"Yes. He's weariDg a collar that's
been to the laundry twice.—Ex.

During the summer kidoey irregularities are often caused by excessive drinkIns or being overheated. Attend to the

kidneys at once by using Foley's Kidney

PIANOS.

Cure.

The

gloom.

F. A. Sburtleff Λ Co.
young

man

was

"The beautiful Miss

wrapped

Doodledum,"

last night."

in
he

said, "rejected
The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter Player Piano,
And he sighed heavily.
"But she let me kiss her at parting,"
are all first class, high grade instruments, and are sold for just as low
he whispered thrillingly. "I shall never
of
as
can
the
be
sold
for
the
I
instrument.
Also
have
they
money
quality
forget the sweetness of that kiss."
His companion arose hastily.
several medium grade pianos. A large stock always on hand.
Prices
"I think," he said, "I'll trot around
low, terms easy. Send for catalogue and we will try and interest you in there and propose myself."—Ex.
me

the best

pianos

that

are on

the market.

J. Wheeler db
Billing· Ί

Co.,

STIMULATION WITHOUT IRRITATION.
That Is the watchword. That is what

Orlno Laxative Fruit

Syrup does. Clean-

Irritation la any form.

dish.

The melons

|

chill.
Make a plain vanilla ice-cream and let
It stand an hour after freezing to ripen.
When ready to serve fill the melon halves with the cream, and for seeds cut
unblanched almonds into thin slices and
press them in to look as realistic as possible. Peach ice-cream is excellent to
All the melon dishee with, as it has just
the right tint of pinkisb-yellow of the
melon pulp. To make it, use good-eized
mellow peaches. Pare and remove the
pita from twelve. Press through a colander to a pulp. Heat a pint of cream
in a double boiler, adding a cup and a
half of sugar, stirring until the sugar is
dissolved. Set aside to cool, then flavor
with six drops of bitter almonds and
turn into the freezer.
Turn slowly at
first, then more rapidly, until the mixture is frozen. Remove the cover and
stir in the chilled peaches.
Cover and
turn the handle of the freezer until the
cream is again frozen.
Leave in the
freezer with the top well covered with
brown paper and a blanket, to ripen for

an

hour.

Other fresh

fruits,

or even

canned and

preserved fruits, may be used in icecream if tl;e sirup be carefully drained
off, and the same rale of preparing it

|

observed as in the

peach

cream.

Plainly Flavob£D ice-creams have
an added deliciousness if served with a
hot sauce, or cold, if preferred. Bat the
blending of hot and cold has a decided
charm for those who wish a new sensation in taste.
"Sunrise Sauce" may be
served either hot or cold.
Heat a pint
of orearn or rioh milk in the double boiler and add the yolks of three eggs well
beaten with half a cupful of sugar. Cook
until thick and creamy.
Remove from
the Are and add a tablespoonful of galatin that has been softened in cold milk.
Strain and add the grated rind and juice
of an orange. If your orange is a deep
red tint the sauce will be a deeper hue
and may then be called "Sunset."—T.
Celestine Curamings in The Designer.

BEMABKABLB U2TDKBO BOUND
OBSOOB

COUBTY,

LA. ΚI

IB

MO.

Th·

a »

Headache

PIPPINO

bis name, and you
never saw sucli a dear little
for nothing vagabond in
was

good

Sherman, Me., Aug. ι j, 1906.
"X htfe used the 'L. P.' Betters with
■oceeu for yean. They are the only
thing I can find to help me when I
request. have an attack of headache."

and that thine own lovely self should
never ride on any but the gray don-

key."

Gasoline

Cylinder Oil.

Manure Spreaders,
Disk Harrows,

audacious
Into one another's
Even the princess
suddenly she sinlled.

It was a most
The pages stured
Respectfully yours,
Mr. George Kneeland.
eyes aiul gasped.
royal hesitated, but
"It pleases me to gran* thy wish,"
and Tosemite?
Into nice curly haired little pages, or.
When sickness comcs a dose of "L. F."
In Oregon county, Mo., and Pulton ht the least, cuuniug little royal ehep- *he said.
"Thou shult be my royal Atwood's Bitters will work wonders tocounty, Ark., are grodped Grand Gulf, herd boys, with golden crooks and sky donkey driver, und every morn lug will ward
making a recovery. They act
Mammoth 8prlng and Spring River,
tho
the king's coat I ride on Ihy gray donkey along
and beneficially on the wholenatural curiosities so wonderful, so beau- blue velvet suits with
quickly
king's highway."
tiful and furnishing so many openings or anus on the left shoulder.
purifying blood, strengthening
system,
wonderful
most
a
thing.
was
It
''lie is oi ly Plppino. the vagabond,"
for investors that, were they hid in the
drugthe highway as stomach, cleansing bowels. 35c.
forest· of Africa, or within the abadow said the proud pages when they rode From grazing ai:>ng
I'ippiuo and his gists.
vagabonda
friendly
of the mountain peak· of southern Euwith
white
gorthe
on
ponies
royal
by
and
rope, artiste would haunt theui with £enis trappings, ami Plppino would donkey were taken to the palace,
was placed in a royal
their sketch-books and poets would rave
the
donkey
gray
at
balls
|
laugh and throw dandelion
of their soul-inspiring beauty.
of white marble, and it ate
theài ifs they turned up their noses at stable
The Grand Gulf is the crowning wonfrom a golden manger and was tended
SOUTH PARIS.
EXCURSION TO
hliu.
of
the
streams
der
group. Two shallow
And every day
And one day he found just as bad by tho paged royal.
about one-fourth of a mile distant from
she bad fed the royal peacocks
eaoh other, flowing in the same direction and as lonesome α vagabond as bhn- otter
and had gone up
via THK
over an elevated plateau, suddenly drop r-elf.
It was only a j»oor little gray from her own hands,
into the great throne room to kiss her
These two
into canyons 600 feet deep.
the
highway
along
browsing
R. R.
donkey
CENTRAL
MAINE
the
canyons form a junction half a mile be- all by itself, but it was lean and lonely father, the king, good morning,
«ml return
To
Oquouoe
low, where they strike a mouutain lying and friendless, and Plppino made little princess royal would ride out
14.00
7.Î3 a.m.
Jeweler and Graduate Opticien.
Lewlaton, leave
2.00
8 OH '■
directly across their path. This mounPoland
"
i 00
8.U
tain ha* been tunneled by the action of
Full*
Mechanic
"
1 75
8.40
Buck 11.·I
the water, and the natural bridge thus
"
1.60
9.03
Canton,
'·
formed is no less a curiosity and almost
J.Î5
9.2K
Dix field
"
I/O
9.40
Rumfonl Kulli
equal in size to the famous natural
"
0 0u
Oquossoc (Rangeley Lakes), 11.05
bridge of Virginia.
with
After passing through this mountain
Couuectiou ia uiade ut Oquoneoc
the united stream strikes another mounsteamers to and from Itangeley, giving
hundred
for
several
tain and tunnels it
time for a beautiful sail the entire length
of RaDgeley Lake and, 3 hours for dinner
feet, and then spreads out into an imMAINE.
mense underground lake, the area of
at Rangeley Lake Houtie and sight soewhich ha<« never been ascertained. Many
ing.
parties have enterechthe tunnel and picFare from Mechanic Falls to Rumford
nics have been held by torchlight on tbe
Falls and return #1.05. Returning train
margin of the lake, but still it remains a
leaves Oquossoc 3.88 r. m., arriving at
and cuke THE
mystery. No light can exist long over
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Ulyses looked upon the sirens with "Young man, accept my apologies,
considerable amusement, at the same hut really I saw so mauy monkeys
time ordering the man at the prew not there that it le Impossible for me to
to hurry.
recognize them all again."— Pearson's
"There was a time," be observed, flipWeekly.
pantly,

"when your antics would have
amused me.
But—musical comedy is
not what It used to be."—Ex.
G. B. BURHANS TESTIFIES
FOUR YEARS.

AFTER

G. B. Burhans, of Carlisle Center,
Ν. Υ , writes: "Abont four years ago I
wrote

you

stating

that I had been en-

tirely cured of a severe kidney trouble
by taking less than two bottles of Foley's
Kidney Core. It entirely stopped the
Man's Coat.—The prop- brick dust sediment, and
pain and symp-

smoothing It oat oarefally.
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Month after month paper· and magazines publish glowing account· of the
beauty and grandeur of the lake· of
Switzerland, the riven of Germany or
the glaciers of Greenland, write· Klmer
T. Clark, in The Southwest Tourists and
globe-trotters have stood on the Alps,
"gondolated" in Venice or climbed the
Matterhorn, but how many American
tourists know anything of the wonders
of their native land outside the old school
book wonders of Niagara, Yellowstone,

Folding a
way to fold a man's coat for packing toms of kidney disease disappeared. I
is to lay it out perfeotly flat, with the km glad to say that I have never had a
wrong tide down. The sleeve· should return of any of those symptom* daring
be spread oat smoothly, then folded back ihe four years that have elapsed and I
to the elbow antil each end of the sleeve ι im evidently cured to stay cured, and
la even with the collar. Fold the rerera ! leartiiy recommend Foley's
Kidney
back and then doable the ooat over, ι tare to any one suffering from kidney or
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Peculiar Vienna Custom.
Viennese take their pleasures
as regularly as they do their meals,
hut they do not neglect business or
keep late hours. One thing perhaps
which helps to keep the young Viennese
of moderate means and economical
mind regular h his eveniug hours is
the fact that he must pay to get Into
his own rooms after 10 o'clock. Vlen·
ua Is one
vast system of apartment
houses, and a house master Is In
charge of eacii one. At 10 o'clock he
locks the f:\n;. dojr, au J any one de·
elrlug to jr.-t i:i after t'.iat hour must
pay for adiniuauce, 'and the old resl·
dent has no more right to a key than
The

back also are quite as frequent as
those in what seems to ur to lie the
natural place. Many animals, the lobster for example, ami the crayttah and
the cub, which have short hearts like
those of the leasts and birds, nevertheless have them placed Just under
the shell In what. In ourselves, would
I>e the smull of the back.—St Nicholas.

Playing Railroad.

Irate Pareut—Here!
What is all
this racket? Bobby—Please, papa, we
are playing α train of cars, and I am

you to address the liench In

allow
this fa-

miliar manner.
Prisoner—Beg your
the ephemeral lodger.—London Graph· honor's pardon, but you and m· ku
DMt to often we Mem· llko old frtada.
le.
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Me.

Can afford to and will |>ay more for rags, rul«
to
here, and metal than any «tranter that « alls
pour house.
He pay* from $5 to $'J per ton for Iron dell»·
to nli
He buys folded newspaper*.
He la paying for mixed r«if*, 1 cent a
Rubber*
ubber* accenting
according to market. I'aya market
price for bran sack*
_
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the locomotive. Irate Tarent—You are
the locomotive, eh? Well, I think I'll
Just switch you.
Well Acquainted.
Magistrate—Stay! I cannot
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